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OF THE 601 YOUTHS WHOSE CHARACTERISTICS WERE STUDIED IN
PHASE I (VT 004 090), 377 WERE NOT PLACED IN JOBS OR TRAINING
WITHIN THREE MONTHS AFTER THEIR INITIAL INTERVIEW AT THE JOB
CENTERS. OF THESE, 201 WERE INTERVIEWED DURING PHASE II TO
DETERMINE THE TRAITS WHICH DISTINGUISHED THEM FROM OTHERS WHO
HAD BEEN PLACED BY THE CENTERS, AND THE FACTORS IN BOTH THE
CENTERS AND THE YOUTHS THAT WERE RELATED TO PLACEMENT. SOME
OF THE MAJOR FINDINGS WERE (1) THE SAMPLE YOUTHS VIEWED THE
PLACEMENT FUNCTION OF THE JOB CENTERS AS FAR MORE IMPORTANT
THAN THE TRAINING AND REMEDIAL SERVICES, (2) THEY DID NOT
DIFFER IN ANY MAJOR RESPECT FROM THE YOUTHS IN THE PHASE I
STUDY, (3) THE CENTERS WERE MORE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING THE
YOUTHS INTERESTED IN TRAINING THAN THOSE WHO JUST WANTED
JOBS, (4: THEY ASSIGNED TO JOBS OR TRAINING EITHER THE YOUTHS
WHO WERE AROUND WHEN THE JOB ORDER WAS RECEIVED OR ONES WHO
WERE:AGGRESSIVE AND PERSONABLE FROM THE COUNSELOR'S
VIEWPOINT, RATHER THAN ONES IN THE WAITING LIST FILES, AND
(5) THE LACK OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THOSE PLACED BY THE
CENTERS AND THOSE NOT PLACED, THOSE PLACED IN PRIVATE
EMPLOYMENT AND THOSE PLACED IN WORK TRAINING PROGRAMS, AND
THOSE WHO DID AND WHO DID NOT FIND FULL -TIME JOBS SUGGESTED
THAT NO SUBGROUP OF THE POPULATION STUDIES WAS MORE
VOCATIONALLY IMPAIRED THAN ANOTHER, AND NO SUCH IMPAIRMENT
WAS THE BASIS ON WHICH DECISIONS WERE MADE BY THE CENTERS.
(ET)
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PHASF 2 HIGHLIGHTS

This study analyzes the responses of 201 Negro youths who, in

a period of three months before the interviews, had applied for jobs

and/or training at either the JOIN or HARYOU-Act job centers, but

who had not been placed by these centers in the intervening time.

The purpose of the study was to find differences between those

/ respondents who'wre placed on job or training assignments by the

centers, and those not placed, and to determine if possible, the

factors in both the centers and the youths that are related to

placement.

This is the second in a series of reports centered on the

meaning, experience, and effects of the Neighborhood Youth Corps on

work-seeking Negro young men. Part I was a report on 601 job

applicants who came in to two intake centers in New York City (the

John F. Kennedy JOIN Center in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of

Brooklyn, and the HARYOU-Act Center on West 135th Street, in Central

Harlem) between November of 1965 and July. of 1966, in search of

employment.

Succeeding parts of the study will focus on youths enrolled

in the Neighborhood Youth Corps, and will report on those youths who

leave the Corps within a period of less than three months, as well

as on those who stay in the Corps for longer than this time.
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The major results of the study are as follows:

(1) The youths in our10219miewed the 'di) centers almost

exclusively as placement a encies for lobs that were

productive of income. Trainin', remedial services, and

information were of Not surprisingly, they

were satisfied with the centers to the extent to which they

could provide them with jobs, and were dissatisfied with the

centers to the extent that they failed to find them jobs.

They regarded their application at the centers primarily as

job registration. The failure of the centers to get in touch

with ther'd (and 62 percent reported that the centers did not

contact them after their, initial application) was simply

regarded by the youths as evidence that the centers did not

have jobs available. Those not placed were under the illusion

that they would be called by the centers as soon as jobs

became available. .
As a result, they were not dissatisfied

with the centers. Respondents were not much aware of other

services by the centers, such as remediation classes (57 per-

cent reported. no knowledge of such 'services).

(2) The centers were mil one means which_youth us for secures

iobs.. Two's-thirds of the ouths who had not been placed by the

centers had in the three months interval secured full-time

lobs on their own. The median salary of those working on jobs
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they found was $57 per week. The average youth who had

worked had held 1.3 jobs; the jobs were generally as service

workers (laundries, car wash, etc.) or as laborers. In getting

these jobs, two-thirdt of the youths relied on friends and

family rather than on formal systems of employment. (Thus, no

formal job placement agency, including the centers, was

indispensable for two-thirds of the youths.) There was a

relatively high amount of turnover on these jobs (forty percent

of those who had worked during the three month period already

left their jobs; a few had had as many as.three jobs during

that time), and they did not regard the jobs as permanent

(only 30 percent indicated any intention of remaining on their

current jobs). If respondents regarded the jobs as satisfac-

tory, they did so because they did not require much work (40

percent reported having very little to do). If they were

unsatisfactory, it was because they did not pay well (49

percent)., As a result, the jobs appeared to be not rewarding,

neither with respect to the pay or the prospects of pay, nor

with respect to,the jobs themselves.

(3) Because of their focus on the centers as one of a number of

121221asementastraciesatkmosthswere not particularly.

disturbed or concerned b the rocedures techni ues lon

waiting periods, etc. ex erienced at the centers. ;whey were
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relatively with the centers in all respects other

than the abilit- to place them on.ists.(61aucent reported

hayins.A.g221_2Einion of the centers). Their families were

also relatively satisfied with the centers. In addition,

however, the centers did perform a function for a relatively

small percentage of the, youths in encouraging them to go back

to school (14 percent had returned 6 school), but the centers

lagged behind the youthS' parents in their influences to

return to school (one-third reported being influenced by

center personnel, one-half by their families). As part of

their functions, the centers did keep applicants informed to

some extent of the availability of job-training programs, such

as the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Job Corps, the Police

Academy Training Program, the MDTA Program, etc. The centers

appear to do this, however, in terms of their job placement

function rather than in terms of their information function.

Thus, the numbers of respondents learning about the Neighbor-

hood Youth Corps, the Job Corps, and other such programs

appeared to correspond roughly to the number of jobs available.

Thus, when asked if the centers had ever mentioned to them the

following programs, the percentages replying yes were:

Neighborhood Youth Corps, 25 percent; Job Carps, 62 percent;

any others 22 percent; of these the Police Cadet Trainigg

Program was cited most frequently.

,,,,17".=-KW4r,..44,a,rAlsvintoW4sre4.44.awmw--
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(4) gley.24t1sIlLskateport (youths not serviced by the center

for any were in an_l_majora_
all those outh who atvaledviork or tr4iniaisat the

centers,kmondents in the Phase 1 Stud ).

(5) Those respondents who manald_Lo_Lecure jobs by themselves

were not essentially different from thoSe who did not, except
eMEMM.11,..00

for the followinF characteristics:.rapondents with lower

levels of _,_,younger respo dens _ ales 6 an

were less likel to secure for whatever reason emalament
_

than older and better educated res ondents. However those

respondents 47.2.1.14.aottqn.jobs hadslizplitlOyitnot

ILatiatiaallxuvaiallttter work attitude scores than

those who had not. Those who had otter 'obs on their own had

improved slightly self-esteem scores over their

respestive self-esteem cores when the same test was

administered three months earlier. Those who had not secured

work showed less improvement in their scores. It thus appears

that both work attitudes and self-esteem are related to either

the desire or the ability to obtain jobs, even in so short a

period as three months.

(6) The centers place youths in programs like the Job Corps, the

Neighborhood Youth Corps, and other similar governmentally

financed work and training programs. In addition, they serve
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to place youths in direct placements with employers. A

special analysis of those respondents who were placed in the

governmental programs and in "direct" (private) placements

was undertaken in order to determine what operative charac-

teristics in the placement process and in the attitudes and

attributes of the youths resulted in placement. This was to

determine how "creaming" and its opposite, "sedimentation,"

operated in the placement process. It is generally understood

that the job centers seek to match youths in those jobs which

-.73quire the most of their potential and ocfer the best rewards

for them. One might therefore expect that those youths who

have the most education, the best work attitudes, and the most

self-esteem would be placed in regular employment. The

overall results indicate that there are very few differences

between th.01201,L2D2.121z.sonionient/in

governmentally financed job and work training programs, and

those not securing any job (or work assignments) at all. To

the extent that there are differences however the enrollees

with the highest self-esteem nd the best work attitude scores

tended t bsalaced in nt- financed yob

=prams. If this is true then tha2rocess of "creaming"

01WQ.U5-11.14SlirePtion W1.114_15thQK.D.Zar_la.aL.talLeiogted;

with respect to direct placements, the process is

"sedimentation," To the extent that our interviewers have
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been able to directl observe the lacement rocess it a. ears

that the centers operate their em lo ment rocesses rimaril

in termL2LaEtapte=psatthenever a series of 'oils or

training assignments become available2221 who

AlemolLmick and aaareEalye4...therefore. having the latest

amount of self-esteem and motivation to get a :ob, and who have

spent more time at the centers are the ones who at the

assinments,.. In attempting to meet the requirements of

private industry, the centers select candidates who are older

and who have SOmewhat better educational levels. Direct

placement in private industry does not appear to use the same

"shapeiwup" ptocedures. These become available through other

devices, and do not require as much persistence and aggres-

siveness on the part of the applicant'

If this description encompassea the job placement procedures

of the centers, then a number of other corollaries are

suggested:

(a) The job centers do not use their files, and the back-

ground information available therein, in order to place

"the right person in the right job."

(b) Rather, they attempt,to job immediately in

terms of any candidate on hind who possesses the

apparent minimum qualifications for the job. In a
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sense, this is understandable. First of all, it is

often difficult to reach youths whose records may be

on file but who may no longer be living at the

addresses on file.

(c) In addition, the openings that are available tend to

close up rapidly, and if an individual immediately

available is not sent,out to fill the vacancy, the

vacancy may disappear. Thus, regardless of their best

intentions, the centers are not able to carry out a

consistent and rational placement policy.

(d) Noreover, the centers in their present structure are

not all too frequently permitted to determine the

qualifications, necessary for filling the vacancies.

The standards or the job qualifications are filed by

potential employing agencies, and the most the centers

can do is to process these qualifications in the

speediest possible time with.the applidants available

at the moment.

(e) This situation is further compounded by the fact that

centers such as JOIN and HARYOU -Act are official

agehcies for such programs as the Job Corps and the

.Neighborhood Youth Corps, but they represent only one

and a minor source of jobs for private employers. Thus,
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it appears that the centers do not have a wide range of

non-governmental jobs available for placement, as

evidenced by a relatively low placement rate. (Thus,

this study indicates an overall placement rate in

industry or working of just over one-third of all

applicants` (37 percent); of those placed, 57 percent

were placed in private employment; this 'is 21 percent

of all the applicants.)

(f) As a result, youths evidently do not expect the centers

to be albs to provide a great deal of placement ser-

vices, and so seek jobs elsewhere. It appears that for

the centers to develop maxim= effectiveness in

fulfilling their functions of matching allocating youths

to jobs in relationship to their motivation and

qualifications of the youths, the centers must develop

a wider range and a greater number of jobs. This would

require major concentration on job deVelopment efforts,

especially in relation to private employers. Once this

is done, the centers would be able to assure youths

that their applications could be meaningfully processed

and that a job at a center would be more than the

opportunity to get what amounts to a temporary job that

provides immediate but short term income.
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(7) Although the centers are organized somewhat

and .o under somewhat different ausp_ices, the

results were virtually identical for both centers.

This, however, may be more a function of the small

sample size of 201 interviews, than of the absence of

differences.

CONCLUSIONS

Based upon these and other data provided in the body of the

report, the conclusions of the study are as follows:.

(1) The very large proportions of youth reporting that the centers

never called them in again for counseling or testing after

their first intake suggests that there are many more youths

coming in to the centers than their staffs are able to process.

(2) The even larger proportion of youths reporting that they were

never called in about a job or training assignment, as well as

the observations made by our study staff in following up on

applicants suggest that there is no organized filing system by

which the waiting lists at the centers are used when jobs or

training assignments become available.

It appears, instead, that for the most part, jobs are assigned

to those who may be around at the time a notice comes in, with

little if any use of waiting lists, except for those unusually
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aggressive and personable youths who are able to wait out the

intake process and make some impression on the counselors.

Except for these exceptional youth6, the center staffs fail to

maintain continuing communications with them.

(3) The centers appear to be more successful in placing those

youths interested in training than those who just want jobs.

They appear to focus more on ,Serving existing programs than

finding new jobs.

(4) Very few of the youths or their families appear hostile towards,

or are opposed to the centers. But it also appear that com-

paratively feu of the youths,are interested in what the centers

have to offer other than job referrals. If the applicant's

family objects at all to hiS contact with the centers, it is

usually on the basis of their preferring that he finish his

schooling.

(5) It does not appear, either, that many of these youths have

"dropped out" of contact with the centers; most of.them are

still waiting to.hear from the centers about job openings.

(6) The respondents'.job careers.since intake (and before, as

revealed in their intake inerviews) show that most of those

youths were able to find full-time jobs, at median salaries

paying about $20 per week more than the out-of-school Neigh-

borhood Youth Corps stipend. But the high rate of job-leaving
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indicates that a central problem lies in their ability to find

jobs on which they are willing or able to stay for any appre-

ciable length of time, or jobs at which they are able to last.

(7) There is, therefore, a definite need foe' centers that offer

4:sufficient job opportunities, but it is important that they be

q.

(8)

;jibs different from those the youths can obtain on their own.

Otherwise, the centers serve no functiori,that any job agency

cannot perform.

The most striking conclusion is that ti centers exercise

little selection among applicants. The differences between
1

those assigned to private employment ad's those sent to work-

training programs were slight, with the exception of age. And

furthermore, those differences in teri,of work attitudes and

self-esteem that did exist'Aere in "thy wrong direction," in

that those assigned to workw-iraining programs appeared

slightly more serious and able than thOse sent to private

industry..

Furthermore, the differences between thgpe placed by the.cen-

ters and those not placed by the.centers vere a/So too small

to be statistically meaningful. Finally*.those reporting that

theyAtad not been asked to return by the,centers proved to be

not signifiCantly different' with. respect to work attitudes, age,

or seif-image, from those reporting'. that they had been asked to

return.

tl..,.1,01.1.0.MAnt6=7RAIAnsex

unlAntinn

1
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Thus, by almost all observable traits, the centers failed to

exert meaningful distinctions between youths at all points in

their intake and assessment process.

(9) The lack of differences between those working and not working,

between those placed by the centers and those not placed,

between those placed in private employment and those in work-

training programs, between those asked and not asked by the

center to return, and between those who did not find full-time

jobs during the intervening three months and those who did,

make it implausible to suggest that any one segment of these

youths is significantly more vocationally impaired than any

other or that such impairment is the.basig on which decisions

are made by the centers. Although there does appear to exist

a wide range of vocational disability or impairment among the

youths, these problems appear to cut across all, categories

available for analysis.

(10) That there is a positive need for centers which offer sufficient

and rewarding job opportunities as well as supportive services

for these youths, is indicated by respondent careers both before

intake, and during the three months afterwards; the applicants

at intake' reported a. job history of considerable unemployment,

and, when employed, of casual, short-term jobs. Although rapid

turnover in employment is characteristic of youth in this age
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range, the problem is magnified for the Negro youth, to whom

one meaningless job is very like another.

It cannot be said that a major: part of these youths have, by

themselves,,found their way out of the self-perpetuating cycle

of casual, aimless employment.

(11) Since there are few .differences between youths assigned and

not assigned by the centers, between those' placed.in private

employment and in youth, work programs, andobetWeen those asked

and not asked to return by the centers, it. would appear that

the pattern or policy by which center personnel operate with

respect to applicants except,for the previously noted dif-

ference is almost completely "ad.hoo,".randoM. and uncontrolled.

The centers do not systematically sand intentionally "cream"

the best of the youth, but appear to.operate on a "shape up"

basis.: If jobs for Negro youth remain scarce, and if the

centers remain unable to develop and apply guidelines for

evalUating and assigning applicants, It appears likely that

placement by the centers will continue to be a random process,

in. spite of an "intake process" presumably designed to

differentiate among applicants.

112) The centers at present appear to serve primarily as input to

pre-existent programs, and their intake procedures may be less

concerned, with meeting the needs of .applicants,.and more

r ,
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concerned with filling preexistent quotas in youth programs,

according to predetermined standards. The centers, in order

to serve their applicants, will have to develop better methods

to evaluate the needs of the applicants, and develop more jobs

suitable to those needs.
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INTRODUCTION

This is the second in a series of reports centered on the

meaning, experience, and effects of the Neighborhood Youth Corps on

workySeeking Negro young men. Part I was a repori.: on 601 youths

Tdo came to two intake centers in New York City (the John F. Kennedy

7'1/ JOIN Center in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn and the

HARM-Act Center on WeSt 135th Street in Central Harlem) in search

of employment or work training between. November 1965 and July 1966.

Forthcoming parts of the study will focus on those youths who

enrolled in the Neighborhood Youth Corps and will report on those

who leave the Corps within a period of less than three months as

well as on those who stay in the Corps for three. months or longer.

THE PHASE 2 REPORT

The present report is the result of following up on the 601

applicants who were interviewed by:New York University as part of

this study at the intake centersi Six week after each job applicant

was interviewed, our interviewers stationed at the intake centers

checked the center files to determine the applicant's current

status. Those applicants who were not reported as having been

successfully placed in full-time jobs or in work-training programs

became the focus for a panel study, the principal purpose of which
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was to determine the distinguishing traits of those youths who, for

one reason or another, had not been placed in full-time jobs or in

work-training programs.
*

The purpose of the Phase 2 Study, then, is: (1) to determine

the characteristics of youths who drop out of contact with the

centers at any point after reception but before assignment; (2) the

.reactions of the applicants to the intake centers and their pro-
,

cesses; and (3) their subsequent careers after having lost contact

with the intake cell ters .,

11=1fturniriorsonarriISPOPOOPIIIMEr

* Center procedures are basically three-stage, consisting of
(1) reception, (2) intake, and'D) assignment.

Reception.. Upon 'applicant's first appearance at 'a center,

customary face-sheet data are recorded (name, address, age, etc.);

a brief orientation session is,held (once or twice daily group
meetings at JOIN; individual orientation at HARYOU-Act); then

applicant is assigned to a counselor. If case load permits,

counseling, may take place the same day; more often, after
applicant-counselor introduction, an appointment is arranged for

a later date.

Intake, Consists of testing and evaluation, followed by
counseling sessions, and is usually by appointment. After

evaluation of test results, and of the.respondent counselor makes

a deciSion -- sometimes in consultation with the youth --

concerning an appropriate assignment.

Assignment: Refers to applicant's placement either in full- or

part-.timq employment or in a youth-work program (Neighborhood

Youth Corps, Job Corps, MDTA, On-the-Job. Training) etc.).

rtir. , .
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THE FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES

xviii

Table 1 following indicates the derivation of the Phase 2

sample from the original group of applicants.

Of the 601 applicants interviewed at intake, the center records

indicated that 72 percent (432) had not been placed in jobs or

training assignments six weeks after their applications. The centers

reported that 255 (59 percent) of these 432 youths had dropped out

of contact with the centers, in that they had failed to respond to

letters or telephone calls asking them to come in to the centers, or

had failed to keep appointments with center counselors, and that 177

(41 percent) had not been placedi but were still in contact with

the centers. .

Letters were sent to theSe 432 youths, three months after their

first intake interviews, asking them to come in to the offices of

the Center for.the Study of Unemployed Youth for a follow-up

interview, to indicate what they had been doing since their intake

interviews at the job centers.

It was decided not to invite the applicants to come in to the

intake centers for their followmup,interviews, in case any critical

or negative attitudes towards the centers that the respondents might

have developeamould depress the rate and the content of response.

Included with each letter were instructions on how to reach

the Center offices, a subway token, and a dime for a telephone call
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to arrange for another interview if the youth could not appear at

the suggested time. The youth was told he would be paid for the

interview.'` the youth did not appear in response to this first

letter, follow-up letters were sent out at regular intervals, and

finally, a field interviewer attempted to find these non-respondents

at their home addresses.

As a result of these procedures, interviews with 256 youths

were obtained during the period from April through October, 1966.

Of these 256 youths, 55 indicated during their interviews that they

were working and had, in fact, been placed by the intake centers.

But this information apparently had not reached the intake center

files. These 55 interviews were subsequently deleted from the study,

leaving a total of 201 youths interviewed for the Phase 2 Study.

Finally, the numbers of those placed and not placed by the

centers were adjusted by these 55 respondents so that, of the

original 601 applicants, 224 (or 37 percent) were classified as

placed, and 377 (or 63 percent) were classified as not placed by

the centers.

* Respondents were paid three dollars per interview in the early
stages of the study; this produced a response rate of 33 percent.
An experimental mailing offering five dollars per interview pro-
duced a substantial improvement in the response rate, to about
58 percent; as a result, respondents in the latter part of the
study were paid five dollars. Field follow -ups brought in an
additional 5 percent. The overall response rate for the entire
study was 59.3 percent.
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Table 1

DERIVATION OF THE PHASE 2 SAMPLE

Interviewed at Intake (Phase 1) 601 = 100%
No.

Results of Folloy:Eas

Reported placed by centers 169 28.1

Reported by center$ as not placed 432 71.9

ApplicaatsEmorted as Not Placed 432 = 100%

Reported as dropped out of contact 255 59.0

Reported as still in contact with
center 177 41.0

1.5212210.911.11.132.2.21Y.14.3, Letters 432 = 100%

Phase 2 interviews 256 59.3

Deleted interviews 55

the Phase 2 sample 201

Adjusted Totals

Interviewed at intake 601 = 100%

Placed by centers 224 37.3

Not placed by centers 377 62.7

PLAN OF THE REPORT

1. phase 2 Highlights. This presents the principal findings

of the Report in summary form.

2. Overview and Summary.. Chapter 1 will present an overview of

the Report, which is developed in greater detail in the chapters that

follow.
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3. The Job Centers and the Intake Process as Seen by the

Respondents. Chapter 2 will discuss the intake centers and their

follow-up procedures as seen by the respondents. Subjects include

the types of jobs offered, the jobs refused by the respondents,

the number of follow -up calls and letters from the centers, center

clxiises in remedial arithmetic and reading, the centers' recruiting

for such youth programs as the Job Cotps, the Neighborhood Youth

Corps, the MDTA, etc. Also reported: respondents' attitudes

toward the centers, including their reasons for not responding to

the centers' notification of job availabilities; family influences

on respondent reactions to the. centers; and the youths' stated

intentions of returning to the centers in the future.

4. Respondent Careers Since Their First Interview. Chapter 3

will examine thf.: work careers, of these youths subsequent to their

first intake interviews, and will report on those who have found

full-time employment on their own, those who have returned to

full-time ,Achool, and those who remain unemployed, The youths will

be compared according to norms developed in the Phase 1 Report,

which include such variables as age, levels of schooling, and

attitudes towards work and towards themselves (including measures

of self- 'esteem which have appeared, on the basis of data developed

in the Phase I study, to be related to the ability of these young

persons to find and hold jobs).



5. The Phase 1 Panel in retrospect. Chapter 4 will examine

the original panel of 601 youths in the light of what has happened

since their intake interview. Three major categories will be

established: (a) those placed in jobs or in work-training programs

by the centers, (b) those not placed but who were Phase 2

spondents, and (c) those not placed and who did not respond to

letters asking them to come in for Phase 2 interviews. The purpose

of this comparison is to determine what distinguishing charac-

teristics, if any, are associated with each of these three outcomes,

especially such traits as low self-esteem or poor work-attitude

scores, and various demographic traits.
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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY

This chapter is designed to present, in summary form, an over-

view of the principal findings of the Phase 2 Study. More detailed

analysis appears in the chapters that follow.

BACKGROUND OF THIS REPORT

The respondents of this report are a subset of those studied

earlier, in the Phase 1 Report. The previous report was a study of

all youths applying for placement at two intake centers. This

report studies those who of that original group were not success-

fully placed by the centers, either in "direct placements," i.e., izz

full-time jobs in the private sector, or in such work-training

programs as the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Job Corps, etc. This

Phase 2 Report was originally designed to focus upon those youth

who drop out of the intake process, and, in the process, to deter-

mine. something of the traits of those youth who appear to be unable

or unwilling to engage themselves in programs designed for them.

But our follow -up procedures to determine whether the appli-

cants had been placed in private employment or in training programs

produced data which suggested a change of plans. Follow-ups six

Wa,
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weeks after each intake interview indicated that the centers had

placed only about 28 percent of the applicants; and due to the

unsystematic state of files at the intake centers, it proved

impossible to obtain reliable information concerning the remaining

72 percent. As a consequence, it. was decided to interview all of

those non-placed applicants. Respondents, theretbre, include both

"drop-outs".and applicants who, after three month's, had not yet

been placed by the centers.

7

"THE INTAKE CENTERS AS SEEN BY TM RESPONDENTS

Center Follow-up Procedures

Sixty-two percent (almost two-thirds) of the Phase 2 respon

,

dents reported that they had not heard from the centers during the

three-month period between theit intake interviews at the centers,

and the Phase 2 interview. Of those who had heard from the centers,

and had been asked to return, 28 percent had been asked to return

within a week and 53 percent within a month of their first

appearance at the centers.

Youths Returning to the Centers as a
Result of Center Follow-up

Of those youths who had heard from the centers (38 percent of

the respondents), about three-fourths (73 percent) reported that
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they had gone to the centers in response. For the most part, they

were called in for testing or counseling.

Youths Returning to the Centers on Their Own Initiative

Thirt -six percent of the respondents reported that they had

returned to the centers without waiting to be called back, and 64

percent.indiCated that they had not gone back to the centers on

their own, initiative. Seventeen percent of those who did return on

their own reported .that they had returned once, and,another 12

percent that, they had gone back two or three times; almost half (44

percent) returned within the'first month after their intake inter-

views. When asked why they had gone back, about three-fourths

(73 percent) answered, "to look for a job"; few mentioned testing

and counseling (3 percent and,4 perbent, respectively, of those who

had gone back).

Job Opportunities Offered by the Centers

Mbre, than three-fouiths (78 percent) of the respondents

reported that the centers had never offered them any jobs or place-

ments at intake, nor ever written them to come in for jobs subse-

quent to.intake. Of those iiespOndents who did hear from the centers,

84 percent reported that they went in to see about the jobs; of

those who went in, 29 percent reported that they refused the jobs
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because the pay was too low (the median weekly wage of jobs refused

was $49), 23 percent got the jobs, 18 percent did not follow up on

the jobs, and the rest did not get the jobs. Of those respondents

who were called in for a job, one-third heard from the centers within

a month after their intake interviews.

Respondents' Opinions of the Centers

Sixty -five percent of the respondents reported that they had a

good opinion of the centers, the rest had "not Such.a good opinion."

The principal reasons given for both responses werexelated to job

placement: for the first, "they help people find jobs"; for the

second, "they were too slow in finding jobs." Eighty-four percent

of the respondents reported that.ihe people at the centers seemed to

know what they were doing. When asked if there were any procedures

at the centers which appeared unnecessary or a waste of time, 20

percent replied that there were. The principal references were:

"you have, to wait hours," "they ask too many useless questions," and

"the tests." But it does not appear that center procedpres are too

onerous.for,a majority of the respondents.

Respondents appear to object more to the types of jobs offered

them by the centers, than to center procedures or requirements. When

asked if there were any things the centers wanted them to do that

they, didn't like or want to do, 20 percent answered yes. Among this



group, the principal things objected to were: "join the Job Corps,"

or to take other jobs that the respondents did not like.

When asked if there was anything about the way in which things

were done at the centers that made them not want to go back, two-

thirds replied no, and one-third of the respondent's answered yes,

/indicating, as the principal factors: "it took too long to get me

a job," "you sit there for hours waiting," and "you had to keep

coming back."

In response' to the question: "Lre there any things you wanted

the center to do for youtheetheY didn't do", 62 percent answered

"yes". When asked what these things were, more than 80 percent of

the responses came under the heading of "find me a (better or

permanent) job "; about 20 percent 'of the responses referred to

training as somettiingyanted but not supplied by the centers.

The overall impression given by the respondents is that of a

lukewarm attitude towards the enters; they neither liked nor dis-

liked them, Very much, nor did they appear to expect very much from

them. They appear to conceive of the centers.only as job referral

agencies and have no feeling that the centers have established any

meaningful, continuous relationship with them.

Respondints' Intentions in Coming to the Centers

In response to the question, "When you went to the center, were

you really looking for a job, or did you just want to see what they
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had to offer?", 84 percent replied that they were really looking for

jobs, 9 percent said that they just wanted to see what the centers

had to offer, and 7 percent replied "both." About half of those who

were looking for jobs had specific jobs in mind, mostly in the

category of skilled worker, or in clerical jobs.

Center Recruitment for Job and Training Programs

When asked if anyone at the intake centers had mentioned the

Neighborhood Youth Corps to them, 25 per4nt replied "yes "; 62

percent replied yes when asked the same question with reference to

the Job Corps,.and 22 percent indicated having heard about programs

other than these, of which the Police Cadet Training Program was

fitst. in frequency of mention.

Centers' Roles in Decision to Return to School

Fourteen percent of the respondents had returned to school

since their first interview, 7 percent full time and 6 percent part

time. About one-third of those who had returned to school indicated

that they had been influenced in this decision by personnel at the

centers, and about one-half by their families. It appears, then,

that pressures to return to school came from both the centers and

the respondents' families.
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Respondents' Knowledge of Remediation Services

7

'Respondents not working full-time were asked if the centers had

classes in reading and mathematics. More than half (53 percent) did

not know, 43 percent said yes, 4 percent said no. Of those who knew

of the reading and math classes, 73 percent said they would attend

them if the centers asked them to.

Respondents' Use of Other Centers

Twenty-two percent Of the respondents indicated that they had

gone to other centers'in the city since their first interviews. Of

these respondents about one-third indicated that they were currently

in active contact with counselors at other centers. Only one respon-

dent reported attending classes in reading and arithmetic at another

center. These other centers visited by the respondents included

other neighborhood offices of JOIN and HAttYOU, the Urban League,

Youth in Action, Mobilization for Youth, etc.

Respondents' Intentions to Return to JOIN
or HARYOU-Act if Asked to Come IA

Eighty-five percent of the respondents said they would go in if

the centers sent them any more job notices, 14 percent said they

INIIIII01111116 ,..11. mama

* At the time of this study, center efforts in remediation services
were directed primarily towards youth currently enrolled in work
programs, rather than towards applicants. Since this time, reme-
diation programs for applicants have been instituted.



would not. When these latter were asked why they would not, the

respondents either expressed poor opinions of the centers or

indicated that they had made use of other alternatives available to

them, such as private job agencies, joining the Armed Services, etc.

Respondents' Knowledge of the Neighborhood Youth Corps

Two-thirds of the respondents reported that they had heard of

the Neighborhood Youth Corps prior to its mention in the Phase 2

interview. Asked what they had heard of it, the most frequent

response was that it was A job (39 percent); the next most frequent

response was that it was "job training" (27 percent).

Seventy-five percent of those who had heard of the Corps said

they thought joining it was a good idea, 11 percent thought it was

not such a good idea, and 14 percent did not knows Of those who had

heard of the Corps, 39 percent reported that friends of their had

joined the Corps. It may be that these friends were an influence

on the favorable responses among the respondents.

Sum Mary.

The respondents seem to indicate that they have not "dropped

out" of 'contact with the centers; rather, they are, for the most

part, still "'waiting to hear." They do not indicate that the center

procedures are exceptionally onerous, nor that they have been driven

off by those procedures. In spite of the inactivity from their
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point of view of the centers, their opinions of the centers remain

for the most part favorable. This may simply mean that the

respondents haVe a realistic picture of job opportunities generally

available and do not, blame the centers for not having non-existent

jobs. On the other hand, the respondents appear to have little

awareness of center services o;her than job referrals and little or

no interest in them. With more than half the respondents reporting

that they did not know whether or not the centers offer classes in

reading and arithmetic, it does not appear that center efforts in

these areas are very strong. Nor does it appear that the centers

have made any significant effOrts to keep. in contact with these

youths.

RESPONDENT JOB ACTIVITIES SINCE FIRST INTAKE INTERVIEWS

Respondent Status at the Tithe of the Phase 2 Interviews

Three Months after the intake interviews, 40 percent of the

Phase 2 respondents were employed in full -time jobs that they had

obtained themselves, 14 percent had returned to school', 4 percent

were working part-time, and 44 percent were unemployed. (This

includes 2 percent who were both, working and going to school.)

4
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Job Histories Since Intake

During the three-month interim between intake interviews and

Phase 2 interviews, two-thirds of the respondents had had at least

one full-time job; one-third had had 40 jobs; 16 percent had had

more than one full-time job. And, as noted, at time of Phase 2

interview, 40 percent of respondents had full-time jobs. Together,

these facts would indicate both a high rate of job turnover and a

highly unstable rate of employment. They would also seem to suggest

that while the respondents, or at least two-thirds of them, had been

successful in finding full-time jobs, they nevertheless experienced

real difficulty in being able to find jobs which lasted or on which

they wished or were able to stay.

So far as part-time work is concerned, 81 percent of the

respondents reported that they had had no part-time jobs since their

intake interviews, 19 percent had had one or more part-time jobs;

only 4 percent were working part-time at the time of their Phase 2

interviews.

Respondents Working Full-time

Respondents who were working full-time at the

Phase 2 interviews were employed for the most part

workers, laborers, office workers, and operatives

time of their

as se#vice
Os

(86 percent). They

were engaged primarily by manufactUrers, service establishments,
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offices, and retail outlets (75 percent). Median weekly wage was

$57. Most of these jobs had come through friends or relatives

(53 percent); the State Employment Service was a source for 15 per-

cent of the jobs; intake centers in New York City other than the two

used for this study were a source for 9 percent; private employment

agencies were a source for 6 percent, and "just walking in and

asking for a job" had accounted for 8 percent. This reiterates the

Phase 1 pattern; respondents do.not tend to use the more formal,

public channels of employment.

Two-thirds of those working reported that 'they liked their

current jobs; 30 percent disliked them, the rest replied "don't

know." The reasons mot frequently given for liking their jobs

were: type of work (33 percent), easy work (31 percent), the people

(19 percent), and "getting paid" (15 percent). Among those who

disliked their jobs, the reasons most frequently given were: low

pay (57 percent), the work (39 percent), and the boss (17 percent).

When asked what things were liked about their present jobs,

respondents mentioned as the three principal factors: the people

(33 percent), the type of work (33 percent), the fact that the work

was easy (25 percent). High pay was not mentioned. When asked what

things were disliked, 36 percent answered that they had no dislikes.

Twentyr.five percent mentioned low pay, and 19 percent replied, "the

work."
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If respondents regarded the jobs as satisfactory, they did so

because they did not require much work (40 percent having very little

to do). If they were unsatisfactory, it was because they did not

pay well (49 percent). As a result, the jobs appeared to be not

rewarding, neither with respect to the pay or the prospects of pay,

nor with respect to the jobs themselves..

Respondents appear to judge jobs in part by their bearing upon

the future. Asked if they had learned anything on their jobs, and

if so,. whether these things were worth learning, seventy percent of

the respondents said they had learned things; of these 80 percent

said the thingS they had learned were worth learning, the principal

reason being they were "good. experience for the future." Those who

had found the things they had learned not worth learning also

stressed the future, saying that the things learned would be of no

help on future jobs.

Seventy percent of those working said they regarded their jobs

as "temporary"; 30 percent regarded them as "permanent." The pri-

mary reason given for regarding, the jobs as temporary was that this

was not the kind of work wanted for a career; the principal reason

given for regarding the job as permanent was that there were chances

for promotion if one stayed.

Several conclusions are suggested by the data given above.

First,. it appears that while two-thirds of the respondents succeeded
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in finding full-time jobs on their own, the number of jobs already

left during the three-month period indicates that a major difficulty

is being able to find jobs that last or that they want to or are able

to keep. Secondly, the jobs held do not offer a very satisfactory

picture. Many of them appear tO be lower paid, marginal jobs with

little prospect for the future. Furthermore, if the jobs held at

the time of the interview are hypothetically assumed to be better

than thOse already left during the three-month interim period, then

the total picture. might be even bleaker. In regard to job turnover,

however, it should be remarked that a considerable but unknown amount

may be due as much to vocational or psychological disabilities in the

youths as to the nature of the jobs they have obtained. Thirdly, it

cannot be concluded that the greater part of these youths have moved

towards a solution of their career problems during the three months

after intake. Almost half were still unemployed, only 14 percent had

returned to school, and the 40 percent working full time were

employed for the most part in what seemed to be marginal jobs.

Respondents Not Working

Respondents working full-time at the time of their Phase 2

interview were compared with respondents not working, with respect

to the following characteristics:

(1) Level of Schooling. Respondents with lower levels of
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education were either less successful in obtaining employment or

less active in seeking it: those who had completed 9th grade or less

accounted for 19 percent of those working, but 31 percent of those

not working; those who had completed 11th grade or higher accounted

for 53 percent of those working, but 41 percent of those not working.

(2) Age. Sixteen and 17-year olds accounted for 25 percent of

those working, and 44 percent of those not working; those 18 years or

older were 75 percent of those working, 56 percent of those not

working. (Age and schooling completed are, of course, related

variables.)

.

(3) ',7ork Attitudes.
*

Various items in the questionnaire

(described in Chapter IV) served to measure the respondents' degree

of commitment to work. On one of these six individual items, those

working appeared to have significantly more favorable attitudes

toward work than those not working (see Chapter III for details); but

on the remaining five items, those working scored only slightly

higher than those not working with the one exception noted. The

differences were not statistically significant; however, if the

number of respondents had been larger, the results would register as

statistically significant.

When the individual work attitude questions were scored to form

a scale, those working full time were found to be slightly higher in

111111

* See Appendix, p. 134.
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work-attitude scores than those not working (e.g., those with below

average work-attitude scores comprised only 3 percent of those work-

ing, but 8 percent of those not working). The differences, however,

were not marked.

The work-attitude scores of the respondents developed from

their intake interviews differed very little from the scores of the

same respondents taken at their Phase 2 interviews.

(4) Self-Image Scores.* The Rosenberg self-image scale
**

was

administered to all .Phase 2 respondents; this was a replication of

'the same scale for the same persons, when seen at their intake

interviews.

There did not appear to be any great changes in self-image

scores for the sample taken as a whole. Among those respondents who

were working full time at the time of their Phase 2 interviews, 63

percent showed a self-image score nigher than their scores at intake;

among those not working, 56 percent showed scores higher than their

intake scores.

Those with below-average self-image scores at the time of

intake accounted for 21 percent of those working Phase 2 respondents,

and 25 percent of those not working.

* See Appendix, p. 133.

** Morris Rosenberg, Society and the AdotsAs2ntses,
Princeton, 1965.
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It would appear from this that working full time has had some

slight impact in the direction of improved self-image scores; but

the difference is not large.

RESPONDENTS WITH NO JOB EXPERIENCE DURING THE THREE-MONTH INTERIM

in addition to the analysis described above, comparing those

working at the time of their Phase 2 interviews with those not

working, a parallel analysis was run comparing those who had had no

full-time jobs at all during the three months between their Phase 1

and Phase 2 interviews and those who had had at least one full-time

job.

Almost identical results were obtained. At the time of the

Phase 2 interview those who had had no jobs scored slightly lower

both on self-image, and on overall work attitude, but the differences

were too small to be taken as meaningful. On some individual work-

attitude questions, however, those who had had no jobs appeared to

have a slightly more favorable attitude toward work than those who

had.

The only significant finding in this part of the analysis is

that 36- and 17-year olds accounted for 54 percent of all those who

had had no jobs, but only 27 percent of all those who had. Thus, if

age is the only significant factor in this group, it would appear

that failure to find (or seek) employment may be as much a function
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of employer reluctance to hire 16.;. and 17-year olds, as it is of any

lack of motivation on the part of the youths themselves.

In any event, except for age, there were no clear-cut differen-

ces between those who did and did not have full-time jobs during

the three months between interviews

THE PHASE 1 PANEL IN RETROSPECT

In this portion of the study, the original panel of 601

respondents were examined with respect to the disposition of their

applications for work.

Type of Placement: Direct Placements vs. Youth-Work Programs

As indicated earlier, the centers had placed 224 of the

original 601 applicants. Information was available regarding the

type of placement made for 146.

Fifty-seven percent (83) of the placements were "direct

placements," i.e., regular jobs in the private sector; 43 percent

(63) were in youth work programs, as follows: Job Corps, 30 percent

(or 43); JOIN Special Training, 7 percent (10); Neighborhood Youth

Corps, 5 percent (7); and the M.D.T.A. program, 2 percent (3).

Though the differences were slight, those placed in work-

training programs had somewhat higher work-attitude scores than

those placed in private employment, and more of them reported that
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they worried about their future. This is the reverse of what would

be expected, i.e., one would expect that the youths more able and

more motivated would be placed in private industry, and that youths

exhibiting problems in motivation and attitude would be placed in

work-training programs.

There were no differences between these groups with respect to

applicants who had had previous training for a trade.

The only clear-cut difference between direct placements and

work-training assignees seemed to be that of age: the centers

assigned more of the younger applicants to work-training programs,

fewer to private employment.

It appears that the centers made no distinctions between

applicants assigned to youth-work programs and those assigned to

private employment.

Those Placed on Jobs or Training
Assignments vs. Those Not Placed

Not only were there few differences between those placed in

private employment and those placed in youth-work programs, there

seemed to be very little difference between those placed by the

centers and those not placed, and on the whole, the resemblances out-

weighed the differences.

At the same time, however, it should be noted that those placed

by the centers did differ slightly from those not placed in the
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following traits:

Reason for Coming to the Centers. The centers placed 50 per-

cent of those who came to the centers primarily for training, 33

percent of those who said they wanted both training and jobs, and

28 percent of those who wanted jobs.

Self-Image Scores. Those with high self-Liage scores were

somewhat more likely to have been placed by the centers than those

with low scores: the centers placed 29 percent of those with below

average scores, but 40 percent and 39 percent, respectively, of those

with average and above-average scores.

Work -Attitude Scores. The centers placed those with both below-

and above-average work-attitude scores more frequently than those

with average scores, placing 39 percent of the below-average appli-

cants, 42 percent of those with above-average work-attitude scores,

and 33 percent of those with average scores.

Checks on four of the six work-attitude items indicated that

youths placed by the centers were slightly more work-oriented than

those not placed (e.g., the statement "You don't have to work at a

job you don't like; you can always go on relief," produced 34 per-

cent agreement among those placed, compared with 39 percent agree-

ment among those not placed). The differences, though not marked,

would appear consistent with the hypothesis that those placed were

slightly more work-oriented.
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Apart from the slight differences reported abOve, the appli-

cants placed on assignments by the centers resembled those not

placed more than they differed, when examined with respect to the

following characteristics: age; level of schooling; previous job

experience; family and peer group.attitudes towards the centers;

applicants reporting that their unemployment is a problem to their

families; applicants reporting that someone "gives them a hard time"

because they are not working; applicants who worry about not working;

applicants aspiring to live in better neighborhoods; differing levels

of economic aspirationS among the respondents; median earned family

incomes; time out of work; the two intake centers.

The conclusion suggested is that failure to be placed by the

centers is not primarily related to the youths themselves, nor to

any of their characteristics, but, rather, that it appears to be

primarily a random. process, relating more to the fluctuating numbers

of jobs or work-training assignments available at any given time.

The centers appear to be working within a set of conditions that

nullify any efforts to exert meaningful distinctions among the

applicants (see Conclusions, p. 22).

Respondents Asked and Not Asked to Return by the Centers

Respondents who reported that they were asked to return to the

centers were compared with those who indicated that they bqd not

,414. fw
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heard from the centers after their intake interviews. Those asked

to return by the centers had slightly higher work-attitude scores,

but the difference was not statistically significant.

Those not asked to return had slightly higher self-image scores;

but again, the difference was too small to be statistically

significant.

With respect to age, subsequent job experience, and miscel-

laneous attitude items, no meaningful differences could be found.

Respondents and Non-respondents

As noted earlier, those who were not placed on any kind of job

or training assignment by the centers within six weeks after their

intake interviews were requested by N.Y.U. to come in for interviews.

A combination of letters, telephone calls, and field visits by

interviewers produced, among the 377 not placed, 201 respondents and

176 who did not come in for interviewing These two groups were

also compared, in order to determine whether differences between the

two groups might have produced any biases in the data.

Again, resemblances far outweighed the differences. There were

no significant differences between respondents and non-respondents

according to the following: reasons for coming to the centers

(jobs, training, or both wanted); self-image scores; work attitudes;

all othel.- attitudinal questions; all other background information,

including job experience, avid median family incomes.
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There were statistically significant differences only according

to two factors: (1) ags.: younger applicants were more apt to come

in for Phase 2 interviewing than older ones (16- and 17-year olds

accounted for 40 percent of the respondents in Phase 2, 32 percent

of the non-respondents; 20- and 21-year olds accounted for 19

percent and 24 percent, respectively) . (2) family str-acture: those

applicants living alone or with friends only, or in families without

their real or foster parents were less apt to come in than those

living with one or more real or foster parent. But the differences

were not large.

Since the data of Phase 1 indicated that age and family struc-

ture were not in themselves major variables affecting placement, it

does not appear that non-response has introduced any noteworthy bias

into the Phase 2 material.

CONCLUSIONS

The following points are suggested by the data of the study:

1. The very large proportions of youth reporting that the

centers never called them in again for counseling or testing alter

their first intake suggests that there are many more youths coming

in to the centers than their staffs are able or willing to process.

2. The even larger proportion of youths reporting that they,

were never called in about a job or training assignment, as well as

the observations made by our study staff in following up on

Ir474017-ttr,c
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applicants suggest that there is no organized filing system by which

the waiting lists at the centers are used where jobs or training

assignments become available.

It appears, instead, that for the most part, jobs are assigned

to whomever is around at the time a notice comes in, and who

possesses the apparent minimum qualifications for the job, without

use of waiting lists, except for those unusually aggressive and

personable youths who are able to wait out the intake process and

make some impression on the counselors. Except for these excep-

tional youths, the center staffs seem to exhibit no continuity of

interest in the applicants, and to a large extent fail to maintain

communications with them. This is understandable, for several

reasons. First, it is often difficult to reach youths whose records

may be on file but who may no longer be living at the addresses on

file. Secondly, the openings that are available tend to close up

rapidly, and if an individual immediately available is not sent out

to fill the vacancy the vacancy may disappear. Thus, regardless of

their. .intentions, the centers are not able to carry out a rational

or consistent placement policy.

3. The centers appear to be more successful in placing those

youths interested in-training than those who just want jobs. They

appear to be designed more to.serve existing programs than to find

new jobs.
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4. Very few of the youths or their families appear hostile

towards, or are opposed to the centers. But it also appears that

comparatively few of the youths are interested in what the centers

have to offer other than job referrals. If the applicant's family

objects at all to his contact with the centers, it is usually on

the basis of their preferring that he finish his .chooling.

5. The respondents' job careers both before intake (as revealed

in their intake interviews) and after, show that most of those youths

were able to find full-time jobs, at median salaries paying about

$20 per week more than the out-of-school Neighborhood Youth Corps

stipend. But as noted earlier, the high rate of job-leaving indi-

cates that the problem is in their being able to find jobs on which

they are able or willing to stay for .any appreciable length of time,

or where the jobs last.

6. There is, therefore, a definite need for centers that offer

sufficient job opportunities, but it is important that thPy not be

jobs of the same types as the youths can obtain on their own.

Otherwise, the centers serve no function that any job agency cannot

perform.

7. The most striking conclusion is that the centers fail to

exercise any selection whatsoever among the applicants. The dif-

ferences between those assigned to private employment and those sent

to work-training programs were, with the exception of age, too
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slight to be important. And furthermore, they were in the wrong

direction, in that those assigned to work-training programs appeared

slightly more serious and able than those sent to private industry.

Furthermore, the differences between those placed by the centers

and those not placed by the centers were also too slight to be

meaningful. Finally, those reporting that they had not been asked

to return by the centers proved to be not significantly different

with respect to work attitudes, age, or self-image from those

reporting that they had been asked to return.

Thus, judging by these observations, the centers failed to make

meaningful selections between youths at all points in the it take and

evaluation process.

3. The lack of significant differences between those working

and not,working, between those placed by the centers and those not

placed, between those placed in Private employment and those placed

in work-training programs, between those asked and not asked by the

centers to return, and between those who did not find full-time jobs

during the intervening three months and those who did, make it

implausible to suggest that any one segment of these youths is

greatly more impaired than any other, and that such impairment is the

basis on which decisions are made by the centers. Although there

does appear to exist a wide range of vocational disability or

impairment among the youths, these problems appear to cut across all

categories available for analysis.
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9. It does not appear, either, that many of these youths have

"dropped out" of contact with the centers; indeed, most of them are

still waiting to hear from the centers about jobs, three months

later.

10. That there is a positive need for centers which offer

sufficient and meaningful job opportunities, as well as supportive

services for these youths, is indicated by respondent careers both

before intake and during the three months following: at intake the

applicants reported a job history of considerable unemployment and,

when employed, of casual, short-iLerm jobs. During the three months

following intake, two-thirds of the respondents had had full-time

jobs, but at the time of the Phase 2 interviews 40 percent of these

were no longer employed, indicating a very high turnover and unstable

rate of employment. Although rapid turnover in employment is

characteristic of youth in this age range, the .problem is magnified

for the Negro youth, to whom one meaningless job'is very like

another. It appears that these youths continue to regard their

employment as a sequence of temporary .jobs that provide immediate

but short-term income.

It cannot be said that a major part of these youths have found

their way out of the self-perpetuating cycle of casual, dead-end

employment.

11. Since there are few differences between youths placed and

those not placed by the centers, between those placed in private
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employment and those placed in youth work programs, and between

those asked and those not asked to return by the centers, it would

appear that the pattern or policy by which center personnel operates

with respect Ur:applicants, except for the previously noted

differences, is almost completely "ad hoc," or random. The centers

do not "cream" the best of the youth, but, rather appear to operate

on a "shape up" basis.

But it is precisely in this type of situation, where there is

both a scarcity of jobs, and a fairly wide range of capability among

the applicants, that one would expect some pattern of'deleotion

emerge. The most plausible pattern would be that of placing the

more capable youths in regular jobs in the private sector, and the

more disadvantaged applicants into work-training programs. However,

this expected pattern fails to emerge.

The reasons why it fails to emerge are fairly clear. As noted

before, the job openings tend to be filled very quickly, and the

applicants are often dificult to reach quickly at the address on

file at the centers. If someone immediately available is not sent

out for the job, the vacancy is likely to disappear. Moreover, the

centers are all too frequently not permitted to determine the

qualifications necessary for filling the vacancies. The job

qualifications are filled by the potential .employers , and the most

the centers can do is process these formal qualifications in the

speediest possible time with the applicants available at the moment.
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If the jobs for Negro youth remain scarce, and if the centers

do not develop and apply guidelines for evaluating and assigning

applicants, and do not make major efforts in job development among

private employers, it appears likely that placement by the centers

will continuo to be a random process, in spite of an "intake process"

presumably designed to differeutiate between applicants,

12. The centers at present appear to serve only as input to

pre-existent programs, and their intake procedures may be less con-

cerned with meeting the needs of applicants, than with filling pre-

existent quotas in youth programs, according to pre-determined

standards. The centers, in order to serve their applicants, will

have to develop both methods of evaluating the needs of the appli-

cants and jobs suitable for meeting those needs, and, finally, must

maintain some continuity of relationship with their applicants.

13. Although the centers used for this study were organized

differently, and operated under different auspices, results were

in general not significantly different. This, however, may be a

function of the sample size of 201 respondents rather than a lack

of any differences.
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Chapter II

THE INTAKE CENTERS AND THEIR FOLLOW-UP
PROCEDURES AS SEEN BY THE RESPONDENTS

CENTER FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES

Respondents were asked if anyone at HARYOU-Act or at JOIN had

ever written to them or asked them to come in after their first

intake interviews at the centers. Sixty-two perOent of the re-

spondents reported that they had not been asked to come back, and

37 percent reported that they had. More JOIN than HARYOU respond-

ents reported that they were asked to return, but the difference

was small.*

Table 2

CENTER FOLLOW-UPS ON RESPONDENTS (1)

"Has anyone at (HARYOU-Act/JOIN) ever writtencw-asked you to go

back there?"

Response

Yes

No

Total
201=100%

36.8

61.7

No answer 1.5

Of those who had been asked to come back, almost half re-

ported that they had been asked to go back once (49 percent),

and 70 percent reported that they had been Called back once or

twice.

*(Differences between HARYOU-Act and JOIN will be shown in

the tables only where they are meaningful.)



Table 3

CENTER FOLLOW-UPS ON RESPONDENTS (2)

"How many times were you asked to go back?"

Total 201

Not asked to call back 127

Asked to go back 74

Number of Times Total
74=100%

One 248.6

Two 21.6

Three 14.9

Four 9.5

SUBTOTAL

Up to four times 94.6

Five times and.more 5.4

Dontt know/no answer 111 CNN

30

The respondents, replies indicate that 28 percent were asked

to come in within a week of their intake interviews, 53 percent

had heard within a month, another 18 percent reported waiting one

to three months; 30 percent did not remember the time elapsed be-

tween intake and the first follow-up by the centers. Fifty-seven

percent of the JOIN respondents who were called back were called

within a month, compared with 40 percent of the HARYOU-Act re-

spondents.

4.1.0.10141119111PIRM.1.111,011WIN 411111111.110.14.r M/10114411.1.....~.'11/.....IMIMPPIIMP9010NAWSfe.!*,W,,,444.04". 0,4,4.



Table 4

TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN INTAKE INTERVIEW AND FIRST FOLLOW-UP

Same day

Next day, 1-3 days

Four-five days

Six, seven days (1 week)

SUBTOTAL - Up to one week

One to two weeks

Two to three weeks

Three to four weeks (1 month)

SUBTOTAL -

Four to six weeks

Six to eight weeks (2 months)

Eight to twelve weeks (3 months)

SUBTOTAL - 1 to 3 months

Don't remember

Total
2:17.00%

owe am WM

10.8

10.8

6.8

28.4

12.2

1.4

10.8

24.3

2.7

4.1

10.8

17.6

29.7

Most (74 percent) of the respondents indicated that the title

of the person making the follow-up was that of counselor or social.

worker; another 8 percent said "receptionist" (these had not yet

seen a counselor).

The method of center follow -up most commonly mentioned was by

letter (35 percent); the next most frequent, the respondent had

been asked on a previous visit to return (16 percent); telephone,

(10 percent). personal visits made by agency personnel, (5 percent),



Table 5

TITLE OF PERSON MAKING FIRST FOLLOW-UP FOR INTAKE CENTER

Title Total
'74=100%

Counselor,social worker 74.3

Receptionist 8.1

Miscellaneous 1.4

Don,t know/ no answer 13.5

No answer 2.7

Table 6

AGENCY METHOD OF REACHING RESPONDENTS

Method of Contact

Letter

Was asked to return(on
previous visit)

Telephone

Personal visit

Miscellaneous

No answer

Total
74=100%

35.1

16.2

9.5

5.4

1.4

32.4

32
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YOUTH RESPONSES TO FIRST FOLLOW-UP

Seventy-three percent of the.respondents who had been asked to

return to the centers reported that they did so. The mostfrequently
.1'

given reason for going in was for testing in reading level and

arithmetic (41 percent), but this was mentioned only by the JOIN,

not the HARYOU-Act, respondents; otherwise, the reason most often

mentioned was "to look for a job" (35 percent).

Table. 7A

YOUTHS RESPONSES TO FIRST FOLLOW-UP: REASONS

Did you go in?

Yes

No

Tbtal
74-100%

73.0

27.0

Table 7B

WHAT DID YOU GO IN FOR?

Total*

Reason for Gbing 54=100%

Testing 40.7 **

To look for a !job 35.2

Counseling (results of
testing) 7.4

To talk of job training,
job corps, police academy

Don't know/ no answer

*Multiple responses exceed 100 percent
t* JOIN respondents only.

5.6

13.0
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The Youths who indicated that they had not gone to the center

ip response to the follow-up asked why. The answer most often given
was that they were already working, but this represents only 8 of.

the 20 respondents who did not go in, a total too small for analysis.
But in any event dissatisfaction in the center does not appear to be
a major; factor among the respondents.

YOUTHS RETURNING TO THE CENTERS ON THEIR OWN INITIATIVE

Respondents were also asked how many times they had returned to

tb,e'centers without waiting to be asked. Sixty-four percent indi-

cated that they had newt returned to the centers on their own

initiative. Seventeen percent reported that they had returned, once,
and 12 percent said that they had'-returned two to three times on their
own.

Tabie 8

NUMBER OF TIMES RESPONDENTS RETURNED ON THEIR OWN INITIATIVE

"How many times have you gone back go (HARYOU-Act/JOIN) since
the time we interviewed you?"

Total
Times Returned on own Initiative 201-100%

o 63.7
1 17.4
2

6.0
3 6.o
4

1.0

5 4.0
6

0.5
7

8

9 or more

- --
0.5

1.0
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Of those who had returned, 22 percent returned within the

first week; and another 22 percent returned within the first month.

Twenty-one percent waited more than a month before returning, and'

36 percent did not remember the elapsed time.

Table 9

TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN INTAKE INTERVIEW AND
RESPONDENTS FIRST RETURN TO CENTER (ON OWN INITIATIVE)

Total 201

Did not return on their
own initiative 128

Total returned to center
on their own initiative, 73

Elapsed Time

Up to one week

One week to one Month

More than one month

Don't remember

Total
73=100%

21.9

21.9

20.5

35.6

When asked why they had gone back to the centers on their

own, the reason most frequently given was "to look for a job"

(73 percent); 12 percent mentioned job training, 7 percent, "to

find out why they hadn't gotten in touch With me"; teeting and

counseling were mentioned by very few of the respondents (3 percent

and 4 percent respectively).
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RESPONDENTS' INTENTIONS IN COMING TO THE CENTERS

In response to the question, "When you went to the center, were

you really looking for a job, or did you just want to see what they

had to offer?" - 84 percent replied that they were really looking

for jobs, 9 percent, that they just wanted to see what the center

had to offer, and 7 percent said both. Those who said they were

really looking for a job were then asked if they had had any part-
/

icular jobs in mind, to which 54 percent replied that they did.

The types of jobs most often sought were as skilled workers or

craftsmen, and as clerical and office personnel. (The jobs wanted

were generally of the same type as those mentioned at the first

intake intebview.)

Table 10A

RESPONDENTS' INTENZONS IN COMING TO THE CENTER

"When you went to (HARYOU-Act/jOIN) were you really looking for

a job or did you jutt want to see what they had to offer?"

Total
Response X01 =1000

Was really looking 84.1

Just wanted to see 9.0

Both 7.0

Table 10B

"Did you have any particular job in mind?"

Response 169=100%

Yes 53.8

No 45.6

No answer 0.6
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Table 10C

"Wnut job did you have in mind?"

Total
91=100%

Response

Skilled workers/craftsmen 35.2

Clerical/office workers 28.6

Service workers 14.3

Laborers 13.2

Professional, technical 12.1

Operatives 2.2

RESPONDENT NEEDS UNFILLED BY THE CENTERS

Respondents were asked: "Are there any things you wanted the

center to do for you that they didn't do?" Sixty-two percent re-

plied "yes". When asked what these things were, 83 percent of the

responses came under the heading of "find me a job;" "find me a

permanent/steady/better paying/specific job." Twenty percent of the

responses referred to training (multiple responses totalled more

than 100 percent).

Table 11A

RESPONDENTS' NEEDS UNFILLED BY THE CENTER

"Are there any things you wanted the center to do for you that

- they did not do?"

Total
Response 201=100%

62.2

No 37.8

Yes
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Table 11B

"What did you want them to do that they didn't?"

Total 201

Did not expect more of the
center 76

ri Total expecting more 125

Total*
Response 125 = 00%

Get me a job 71.2

Get me training 20.0

Get me a (full-time)
permanent/steady job 5.6

Get me a (good/better)
paying job (pay too low) 4.o

Teach me a trade, help me
catch up on my education 2.4

Get me a (specified) job 1.6

Miscellaneous 0.8

*Multiple responses total more than 100 percent.

CENTER PROCEDURES DISLIKED BY THE RESPONDENTS

Respondents appear to object more to types of or training pos-

itions jobs they are offered at the centers than to center proced-

ures and requirements. Twenty percent (only 40) of the respondents

indicated that there were things the centers wanted them to do that

they didn't like or want to do; most often mentioned was to accept
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positions or jobs they didn't like. Of this 20 percent, 35 percent

said they did not want to "join the Job Corps." 23 percent replied

that they did not like the jobs the centers wanted them to take.
F,

Other things Mentioned were: "go back to school" (12.percent),

' "they kept on asking me to come back" (12 percent).

Table 12A

"Were there any thingS that they wanted you to do that you didn't

want, or,didntlike to do?"

Total
Response 201-1000

Yes 19.9

No 80.1

Table 12B

THINGS THE RESPONDENTS DIDN'T WANT TO DO

Total 201

Had nothing asked they didn't
want to do 161

Total not liking things asked to do 40

Things Not Liked 40=100%

Join the Job Corps 14 35.0%

Didn't like the job they wanted
me to do 9 22.5

Go back to school 5 12.5

They kept on asking me to come back 5 12.5

Miscellaneous 4 10.0

Don't know/no answer 3 7.5
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Respondents were also asked if there was-anything about the way

things Were done at the centers that made them not want to go back;

32 percent answered yes. When asked what these were, the most fre-

quent comments were: "It took too long to get me a job" (30 percent);

"You sit there for hours waiting" (20 percent); and "YOu had to keep

coming back" (14 percent). Nine percent mentioned the counselor(s)1

attitude, and 8 percent said that there were too many tests. Thus,

the majority (about two-thirds) of the respondents appear to be

reasonably satisfied with the intake centers.

Table 13A

"'ray there. anything about the way things were done at (HARYOU-Act/

:01N) that made you not want to come back?"

Total
201=100%

Response

Yes 31.8

No 67.7

No answer 0.5

Table 13B

"1,4hat was that which made you not want to go back?"

Total
Things Done at Centers 64=1000

It took too long to get me a job 29.7'

You had to sit there for hours
waiting 20.3

You had to keep coming back 14.1

The counselor's attitude 9.4

Too much confusion, rushed, hectic 6.2

They had too many tests 7.8

Ask too many questions, talk/no
action 4.7

7.8

4.7

Miscellaneous

Don't know

No answer 1.6
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Most (78 percent) of the respondents discussed with their

families the idea of going to the intake centers, and very few (4

percent) reported that members of their families had influenced them

for or against the centers. Virtually none of the respondents'

families exhibited any opposition to the youths' seeking work at the

intake centers.

Table 1)#A

"Did you discuss your visit to (HARYOU- Act /JOIN) with your family?"

Response Total
TOT:T00%

Yes 78.1

No 18.9

No family 3.0

Table 14B

"Was there anything that someone in your family said that made you

decide not to go back?"
Total
157=100%

Response

sYe
No 95.5
No answer 0.6

JOB OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY THE INTAKE CENTERS

Table 1 through 5 above noted the respondents' reporting of

the number of times the centers asked them to return for such

reasons.as counseling, testing, and so forth. Sixty-two percent

of the youths reported that they had not been called back.

The respondents were also asked if the centers had ever offered them

a job or other assignment, or had sent them a letter to come in for
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an assignment. Seventy-eight percent of the youths reported that

the centers had not"offered them:any jobs, and had not sent them

any job notification letters. HARYOU-Act respondents reported a

somewhat higher level of activity, in this respect than did the JOIN

respondents.

Table 15

RESPONDENTS REPORTING JOB OFFERS FROM INTAKE CENTERS

"Did anyone at ( HARYOU- Act /JOIN) offer you any jobs, or send you

a letter to come in for a job?"
Total HARYOU JOIN
201=100yo '64=100 137=100%

Response

Yes 22.4 31.2 18.2

No 77.6 68.7 81.8

One-third of the 45 respondents who were called in for a job

heai- from the centers within a month of their intake interviews.

Of those 145, 38 (84 percent) reported that they went in tc see about

the jobs. (See Tables 16A, 16B and 16C.) Of those who went in,

11 (29 percent) reported that they refused the jobs offered;

principal reason: the pay was too low. Of the 11 jobs offered,

none paid more than $75 per week; the median was $49.

Of the 38 respondents who went in to discuss the jobs about

which the center had notified them, 24 (64 percent) reported that

they had followed up and gone for" a job interview. Of these 9 re-

ported that they had gotten the jobs. The second most frequent

outcome: "They told me they would call me."
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Table 16A

TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN INTAKE AND JOB OFFER

"About how long after you first went there did they call you

back to offer you a job?"

Total 201
Not offer a job 156

Total offered a job 45=100%

Response

Up to one week

One week to one month

More than one mont;:.

Don't remember

No response

20 44.4

15 33.3

3 6.7

1 2.2

6 13.3

Table 16B

RESPONDENTS GOING IN TO SEE ABOUT JOB OFFER

"Did you go in to see about the job?"

Response

Yes

.No

Total
45=100%

38 84.4

7 15.6
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Table 16C

WEEKLY PAY OF JOBS REFUSED BY RESPONDENTS

Weekly Pay Total
17-177boa6

$40 or less

$41-$45 1 9.1

$46-$50 2 18.2

$51-$55 1 9.1

$56-$6o 1 9.1

$61-$65 2 18.2

$66475 1 9.1

Median $49

Table 17

RESPONDENTS FOLLOWING UP ON JOBS NOT REFUSED

"Did you go for an interview to the place of employment to see

about .(that job)?"

Total
35-100%

Response

Yes 25 65.8

No 8 21.1

Don't know/ no answer 5 13.2

RESPONDENTS' OVERALL OPINIONS OF CENTER OPERATIONS

Respondents were asked if they had "a good opinion, or not such

a good opinion of the way things were handled at the center." Sixty-

five percent reported having a good opinion. Principal reason for

having a good opinion: "they are helping people to get jobs";

principal reason for not having a good opinion: "they were too slow

in finding jobs."
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Table 18A

RESPONDENTS' OPINIONS OF THE INTAKE CENTERS

"Did you have a good opinion or not such a good opinion of the

way things were handled at the center?"

Total
201=100%

Respomte

Had good opinion 65.2

Not a good opinion 31.3

Don't know/didn't get that far 0.5

Don't know/no answer 3,0

Table 18B
Total

Reasons for Good Opinion 131=100"

They are helping people get jobs 29.0

Things were well-organized 16.8

Interviewer shows a lot of interest
in you 10.7

They did their best to get me a job -10.7

People were nice/friendly 9.2

They train people; they teach you a
trade 6.9

It wasn't slow; I didn't have to wait
long 5.3

They talk -to me like a gentleman 3.8.

Miscellaneous/don't know/no answer .15.3

* Multiple responses exceed 100%

oft

4
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Table 18C

Total
Reasons for Not Having Good Opinion 63=150%

They were too slow in finding jobs 31.7

I had to wait there for hours. 15.9

You had to keep coming back. 12.7

Because of the confusion there/
not orderly 11.1

They said they would notify me,
but never did. 6.3

They didn't treat me as an individual 4.8

Nobody spoke to us/tried to help us 3.2

Miscellaneous 15.9

Don't know/no answer 4.8

In response to the question, "Did they seem to know what

they were doing or didn't they seem to know?", 84 percent reported

that they did seem to know. Principal reasons given for seeming

to know what they were doing: "They find people jobs," and They

find out what you can do and try to help you." Among those who

felt that the centers didn't seem to know what they were doing,

the principal reason given was: "It didn't look like they were

trying to, find me a job."
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Table 19A

RESPONDENTS' VIEWS ON CENTER ORGANIZATION

"Did they seem to know what they were dolng or not?"

Response. Total
201=100%

Knew what they were doing 84.1

Didn't know what they were
doing 12.9

Don't know/didnit get that far 0.5

Don't know/no answer 2.5

Table 19B

REASONS FOR FEELING THAT CENTERS KNEW WHAT THEY WERE
DOING

"Why do you feel they knew what they were doing?"

Total
Response 169=100%

They were so organized 21.3

They find people jobs 26.6

They find out what you can do
and try to help you 20.1

They could explain things well 8.3

Miscellaneous 5.9

Don't know/no answer 19.5

The respondents were then asked if there were any procedures

at the centers which appeared to them to be unnecessary or a

waste of time: Twenty percent replied "yes". When asked what

these were, principal references were: "You have to wait hours,"

"They ask too many useless questions," and "The tests."
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RESPONDENT VIEWS OF CENTER OPERATIONS

"Were there any things that they did at the intake center that

you thought unnecssary or a waste of time?"

Response

Total
201=100%

Yes 19.9

No 78.6

Don't know/didn't get that far 0.5

bon't know/no answer 1.0

Table 20B

CENTER OPERATIONS VIEWED AS UNNFCESSARY OR A WASTE OF TIME

"What things were unnecessary or a waste of time?"

Response Total
40=100%*

You have to wait hours 11 27.5

They ask too many useless
questions 10 25.0

The tests 7 17.5

You came there and they didn't
have anything for you 5 12.5

You had 'to keep going back 3 7.5

Miscellaneous 4 10.0

Don't know/no answer 1 2.5

*MULTIPLE RESPONSES EXCEED 100%

CENTER RECRUITMENT FOR JOB AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Respondents were asked if anyone at the centers had mentioned

The Neighborhood Youth Corps to them. to which 25 percent answered
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yes. When asked what they had been told about the Corps,

respondents' most frequent response was that it was a job, a

chance to work (22 percent); their next most frequent response

referred to was "training." More HARYOU than JOIN respondents

reported hearing about the Corps at the Center.

Table 21A

CENTER RECRUITMENT FOR NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS

"When you were at center, did anyone ever mention the Neigh-

borhood Youth Corps to you?"

Total HARYOU JOIN
Response 201=100% 64=100% 157100%

Yes 25.4 39.1 19.0

No 74.1 60.9 80.3

No answer 0.5 ..... 0.7

Table 21B

"What did they tell you about the Neighborhood Youth Corps?"

Response Total *
51-100%

It was a job/chance to work 21.6

Training 17.6

Education /work and education 9.8

We get paid 9.8

Progress in future 5.9

For school drop-outs 3.9

Miscellaneous 29.4

Don't know/no answer 25.5

*Multiple responses exceed 100 percent
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When asked about the Job Corps, 62 percent (more than twice

the number reporting being told of the Neighborhood Y011th Coros)

responded that the centers had mentioned it. (More JOIN than

HARYOU respondents reported this.) When asked what they had been

told, the respondents most frequently reported: "They train you"

and "They send you out of town".

Table 22A

CENTER RECRUITMENT FOR THE JOB CORPS

"Did anyone there mention the Job Corps?"

Total . HARYOU JOIN
2-0=00% =..000 137=100%

Response

Yes

No

Table 22B

62.2

37.8

43.8

56.2

"What did they tell you about the Job Corps?"

70.8

29.2

Total
Not told of Job Corps

Total Told About Job Corps

201
76
125=1006*

Response

They would train you 56.0

They send you out of town 53.6

About payments 36.8

You would go to school 8.0

Job after you finished 8.0

You would go for 6 mos./
for long time 5.6

They can get you jobs 2.4

Miscellaneous 5.6

Dontt remember/no answer 16.0

*Multiple responses exceed 100 percent.

.41,1.1R12
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When asked if any other job or training programs had been men-

tioned, 22 percent replied "yes". Reported as not frequently

mentioned: The Police CadetTraining Program

Table 23A

CENTER RECRUITMENT FOR OTHER PROGRAMS

"Did. anyone there mention any other job or training programs

to you?"

Response

Yes

Total
201=100%

21.9

No 78.1

Table 23B

t job or training program did they mention?"

Program Mentioned

Training for a trade/job
(no program named)

Police Cadet Training Program

M.D.T.A.

Miscellaneous (YIA,JOIN Center
Programs)

Don't remember

Total
-4-477.75-74

36.4

22.7

4.5

13.6

22.7

CENTERS' ROLES IN DECISIONS TO RETURN TO SCHOOL (Not tabulated)

Respondents were asked if they had returned to school

Since their first interview. Twenty-seven (14 percent) replied

that they had. Of these, 15 (7 percent) had returned to full-time

school, and 12 (6 percent) had returned to part-time school.

(More HARYOU-Act than JOIN respondents returned to school.)
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When asked if anyone at the centers had said anything that made

them decide to return to school, one-third replied "yes". When

asked if anyone else had said anything that made them decide to

return, almost half (48 percent) replied "yes"; these were, for

the most part, family members. It would thus appear that pressures

to return to school came both from the respondents, families and

from the centers.

Table 24A

RESPONDENTS RETURNING TO SCHOOL

uolo.nce we last saw you, have you returned to school ?"

Total 201

High School graduates 14

Total School Drop-outs

Response

Yes

No

Table 24B

HARYOU JOIN

187=100% 60=100% 127=100%

14.4

85.6

25.0

75.0

"Are you going to school full-time or part-time?"

Total
27=100%

Response

Full-time 15 55.6

Part-time 12 44.4

9.4

90.6
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Table 24C

"Did anyone else say anything that made you decide to return

to school?"

Total
Response 27-100% .

Yes 13 48.1

No 12 44.4

No answer 2 7.4

CENTERS' REMEDIATION SERVICES

Respondents not working fUll time were asked if the

centers had classes in reading and mathematics. Forty-three percent

said yes, 4 percent said "no ", and 53 percent did not know. (More

JOIN than HARYOU respondents referred to these classes.) When

asked if they would attend such classes if the centers asked them to,

seventy-three percent of those who knew of the classes answered that

they would.

Table 25A

RESPONDENTS, KNOWLEDGE OF CENTER REMEDIATION
PROGRAMS AND WILLINGNESS TO USE THEM

"Does HARYOU/JOIN have any classes in reading and mathematics?"

Total HARYOU JOIN
To-cal 201=100% 64=100% 13 =100%

Respondents working full time 80

Total number asked 40=100% 81=100

Responses

Yes 52 43.0 10 25.0 42 51.8

No 5 4.1 3 7..5 2 2.6

Don't know/no answer 64 52.8 27 67.5 37 45.7
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Table 25B

"If they ask you to attend any classes in reading and math,

will you expect to go?"

Response
Total

52=105%

Yes 73.1

No 26.9

RESPONDENT USE OF OTHER CENTERS

Twenty-two percent of the respondents reported that they had

gene to other centers looking for work since their Phase 1 inter-

view. These other centers included the Urban League and Youth in

Action, as well as other JOIN and HARYOU-Act centers. Of these

44 respondents, 16 reported that they were seeing counselors at

these other centers. Only one respondent reported attending classes'

in reading and arithmetic at these other centers.

RESPONDENT INTENTIONS TO RETURN TO CENTERS IF ASKED TO COME IN

Respondents were. asked: "If (HARYOU -Act /JOIN) sends you any

more job notices, do you intend to go in and see about them?"

Eighty-five percent said yes, 14 percent replied "no". When those

who replied "no" were asked why they did not intend to go in, their

responses were: poor opinion of center (most frequent); entering

armed services/Job Corps or other programs; or returning to school.

(These are based on only 16. respondents.)
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Table 26

RESPONDENTS' INTENTIONS FOR RETURNING TO CENTER

"If HARYOU-Act/jOIN sends you any more job notices, do you

intend to see about them l?"

Total 201

Working full -time 88

Total not working
full time 113=100%

Response

Yes 85.0

No 1)4.2

Don't know 0.9

RESPONDENTS' KNOWLEDGE OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS

Ilespondents were asked: "Before this interview, had you ever

heard of the Neighborhood Youth Corps?" Sixty-six percent replied

that they had. When asked what they had heard about it, the most

frequent description of it was that it was a. job (39 percent the

next most frequent, that it was "job training" (?7 percent).

Table 27A

RESPONDENTS' PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS

"Before this interview, had you ever heard of the Neighborhood

Youth Corps?"
Total
201=100%

Response

Yes 65.7

No 20.3

No answer 4.0
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Table 273

"What have you heard about the Neighborhood Youth Corps?"

Response Total*
1'32=100%

It was job
(training not mentioned) 3,9.4

Job training (unspecified) 27.3

It helps people progress 10.6

You get educ4ion:.a[41/ 6.8

We get paid -6.1

It is for school drop-outs 5.3
(

You work pailt-time/go to
school part-time 0.8

It would keep me out of
trouble 0.8

Miscellaneous 6.1

Don't know/no answer 17.4

*Multiple responses exceed 100 percent

ff

Of these 132 respondents who had heard of the Neighborhood

Youth Corps, 99 (75 percent) said theYthOught joining the Corps

was a good idea, 11 percent (15) thought it was not such a good

idea, and 14 percent (18) did not know. Of those who had pre-

viously heard of the Corps, 39 percent reported that friends of

theirs had joined the Corps. Somewhat more Harlem respondents

reported that friends of theirs had joined the Neighborhood Youth

Corps than did Beford-Stuyvesant respondents but the numbers are

too small for any conclusions to be drawn.
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Table 28A

RESPONDENTS, VIEW OF JOINING THE YOUTH CORPS

"Do you think joining the Neighborhood Youth Corps is a good

idea or.not such a good iclea?"

Total 201

Had never heard
of NYC 69

Total 132=1000

Response

Good idea

Not such a good idea

Don't know

Table 283

75.0

11.4

13.6

FRIENDS OF RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE JOINED THE NEIGHBORHOOD
YOUTH CORPS

"Have any of your friends joined the Neighborhood Youth Corps

that you know of?"
Total 201
Never heard of NYC 69

HARYOU JOIN

Total 132=100% 51=100% 81=100%

Response

Yes. 39,4 56.9 28.4

No 56.1 39.2 66.7

No friends 0.8 1.2

No answer 3.8 3.9 3.7

.14,,ery
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HARYOU-ACT AND JOIN RESPONDENTS

Data in the Phase 1 Report indicated that there were strong

And systematic differences betweeh respondents living in Central

Harlem (HARYOU-Act) ana in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of

Brooklyn (JOIN). The differences included more favorable

economic conditions among the HARYOU-Act respondents, as reflected

in greater job experience; higher earnings, and higher self-image

and work-attitude scores than are to be found among the Bedford-

Stuyvesant respohdents.

Data of the Phase 2 Report indicate that the Harlem and

Bedford-Stuyvesant groups are represented in Phase 2 in about the

same proportions: HARYOU-Act accounted for 28 percent of the

Phase 1 respondents, and for 32 percent of the Phase 2 respondents

(the difference is not statistically significant).

With respect to views of the intake centers, differences in

response appear to reflect differences in the organization and

administration of the two centers, which differ in size, location,

and in the numbers of centers maintained in their respective

neighborhoods. No certain conclusions can be drawn, therefore,

regarding the differences between the two centers.* Nevertheless,

* It should also be noted that the HARYOU-Act center normally

referred applicants to other Harlem agencies and was, therefore,
not primarily prepared to serve as an intake center as was JOIN.

It served as an intake center partly as an accommodation to

New York University for this study.
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the following differences were noted: the JOIN center seemed to

follow up on respondents more than the HARYOU-Act center, and

followed up somewhat more promptly. HARYOU-Act produced more

job offers for the applicants, than did JOIN (Table 35); JOIN

evoked better opinions among its applicants on some items, but the

differences were not striking. More JOIN than HARYOU-Act respon-

dents mentioned having heard of the Job Corps, while slightly more

of the latter had heard more of the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

However, none of the differences were large enough or syste-

matic enough to generate the conclusion that the two centers func-

tion in a radically different manner.
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Chapter III

RESPONDENT CAREERS SINCE FIRST INTAKE INTERVIEW

JOB HISTORIES SINCE INTAKE

Respondents were asked if they had had any full-time jobs since

their intake interviews. Thirty -four percent reported that they had

not had any full-time jobs, 47 percent, that they had had one; and

13 percent that they had had two, and 3 percent that they had had

three or more. Eighty respondents (40 percent) indicated that they

were holding full-time jobs at the time of their Phase 2 interviews,

and two of these had also returned to full-time school. Thus, while

two-thirds of the respondents were able to get jobs on their own,

less than half were apparently able to get jobs at which.they were

able or willing to stay for an appreciable length of. time.

Table 29

RESPONDENTS' FULL-TIME JOB EXPERIENCE SINCE
FIRST INTAKE INTERVIEW

Number of Full-Time
Jobs Held

None
One
Two
Three
Four
Five or more
No answer
Median

Total_
201=100%

33.8
46.8
13.4
2.0
0.5
0.5
3.0
1

HARYOU
64=100%

32.8
53.1
14.1

JOIN.
137=100%

34.3
43.8
13.1
2.9
0.7
0.7
4.4
1



Table 30

*RESPONDENTS' PART-TIME EXPERIENCE SINCE FIRST INTAKE INTERVIEW

Number of Part-Time Total
Jobs Held 201=100%

None 80.6
One 14.9
Two 2.0
Three 0.5
Four 1.5
Five or more 0.5

RESPONDENTS' PART-TINE JOB EXPERIENCE

HARYOU JOIN
64=100% 137=100%

78.1 81.8
15.6 14.6
4.7 0.7
m".. 0.7
1.6 1.5

- - -- 0.7

Eighty-one percent of the respondents reported that they had had

no part-time jobs since their intake interviews, 15 percent had had

one part-time job, 4 percent had had two or more part-time jobs.

Nine respondents indicated that they were working part time at

the time of their Phase 2 interview, and one of these had also re-

t=ned to part-time school. (See Table 31 following.)

RESPONDENTS RETURNING TO SCHOOL

As shown in Table 30 above, 15 (8 percent).of the respondents

reported that they had returned to full-time school; 12 (6 percent)

reported that they had returned to part-time school.

* The number of respondents who had had neither full-time nor part-
time jobs in the three-months' interim was 51 (25 percent of the
total group).



SUMMARY OF RESPONDENT STATUS AT TIME
OF PHASE 2 INTERVIEW

Table 31

RESPONDENT STATUS AT TIME OF PHASE 2 INTERVIEW

Status 201=100% Total

Working full-time 78 38.8

Working part-time 8 4.0

In full-time school 15 7.5'

In part-time school 12 6.0

Unemployed 88 43.8

* To respondents reporting that they had returned to full-time
school and were holding full-time jobs, are here classified as in
full-time school; one respondent reporting that he was both working
part-time and was in part-time school is here classified as in
part-time school.

Table 31 summarizes the status of the respondents at the time

of their Phase 2 interviews. Slightly less than 40 percent were

working full time; nearly 8 percent were back in full-time school.

If full-time employment and/or returning to school full-time are to

be regarded as satisfactory solutions to the problems of these

youths, or at least first steps towards satisfactory'solutions, then

evidently about half the respondents had made positive progress, and

the rest could be regarded as still being in need of services by

these agencies. Furthermore, it remains questionable whether the

types of employment generally available to the respondents - the

a
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successions of casual, law-paying jobs reported by these youths in

their intake interviews - can be regarded as stable lasting solu-

tions to their needs.

RESPONDENTS WORKING FULL-TIME

The 78 respondents reporting that they were working full time

and the 2 reporting that they were both working full-time and were

in school full-time, were queried about their jobs.

Type of Firm

Asked 'what type of firm they were employed by ( "What does the

firm you work for don, these 80 respondents' three most frequent

answers were: manufacturers, service establishments (cleaners,

carwash, laundries, etc.), and offices. Employment by such

organizations as hospitals and universities was not reported by any

of the respondents. But it should be noted that 5 of the 80 respon-

dents reported working for such city agencies as the Board of

Education and the New York City Housing Authority and that 5 more

reported employment in youth employment programs at such agencies as

Youth in Action, HAMM, etc. The positions with city agencies may

be part of youth employment programs. Thus, the number of respon-

dents who have found employment in fobs outside youth employment

programs may be 70, or.35 percent, of all respondents. (Patterns of



employment appear to differ between the Harlem and Bedford-

Stuyvesant respondents, but the small numbers involved make it

difficult to draw any conclusions.)

Table 32

TYPES OF FIRM FOR WHICH RESPONDENTS WORK FULL TIME

"What does the organization you work for do?"
Total

12P-acd11Sa 80=100%

Manufacturers 32.5

Service establishments 16.3

OfFces 15.0

Retail outlets 11:3

Distributors 7.5

City agencies (Board of Educ.,
City Housing Authority) 6.3

Work training programs (JOIN.
Special Training, YIA, HARYOU) 6.3

Restaurants 5.0

Types of Job

The most frequent duties reported by the respondents, when

asked in what capacity they were employed ("What do you do on your

full-time job?") were: service worker, laborer, clerical or office

jobs and operative.
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Table 33

TYPE OF FULL-TIME JOBS

"What do you do on your full-tithe job?"
Total

Type of Work 80=100%

Service worker 28.7

Laborer 23.7

Clerical, office 21.2

Operatives 12.5

Skilled worker craftsman 8.7

Professional, technical 3.7

Sales 1.2

Salaries Earned

The median reported salary earned was $57 per week. (There was

no difference between the JOIN and HARYOU respondents.) Twenty

percent of the respondents were earning less than $50 per week; 6

percent of the respondents were earning more than $75 per week. It

would appear that the Neighborhood Youth Corps "competes" for these

youth with the regular job market, and at a lower salary rate.

(See Table 34, p. 66.)

Sources of Jobs

More than half the respondents who were working full time got

their, jobs through friends or relatives (53 percent), the other jobs*
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Table 34

SALARIES EARNED ON FULL-TIME JOBS

Total
80=100%SalarLaraed

$40 or less 8.7

$41-$45 2.5

$46-$50 10.0

$51-$55 18.7

$56 -$60 22.5

$61-$65 15.0

$56 -$75 15.0

$76 and over 6.2

No answer 1.2

Median $57

came from a variety of sources. The sources mentioned next in fre-

quency were: the State Employment Service (15 percent), various

intake centers including HARZOU JOIN, PAL, etc. (9 percent), and

private employment agencies (6 percent). (The HARYOU and JOIN

centers referred to are those other than centers at which the

Phase 1 interviews were held.)

This reiterates the pattern indicated in the Phase I report,

in which the respondents indicated their reliance on friends and
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relatives as the principal sources of jobs, or of leads to jobs, and

their unwillingness or inability to seek, and find, employment

through more formal channels.

Table 35

SOURCE OF RESPONDENTS' FULL-TIME JOB

Total

Source 80=100%

Friends, relatives 52.5

State employment agency 15.0

HARYOU, JOIN, PAL; YOC 8.7

Just walked in and asked 7.5

Private employment agency 6.2

Miscellaneous 5.0

"A job agency" 3.7

Newspaper ad 1.2

Overall Likes and Dislikes of the Job

Sixty-five percent of the respondents indicated that all in all

they liked their current jobs, 29 percent disliked them, 6 percent

replied "don't know." When those who liked their jobs were asked

why, the most frequent responses were: the type of work (33 per-.

cent) , easy work (31 percent), the people (19 percent), and "getting

paid" (15 percent). Among those who disliked their job, the most

frequent reasons for disliking it were: low pay (57 percent), the

-711010.11/
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work

that

"All

(39 percent), and the boss (17 percent),but it should be noted

these are the responses of only 23 persons.

Table 36A

OVERALL LIKES AND DISLIKES OF PRESENT JOB

in all, would you say you like the job or dislike it?"

Total
Without full-

time job

201

121

Total with full time job 80=100%

Response
Like it

Dislike it

Don't know

65.0

23.7

6.2

Table 36B

REASONS FOR LIKING JOB
Total'

Response 52=100%

The type of work 17 32.7

Easy work 16 30.8

The people 10 19.2

Getting paid 8 15.4

Chance for advancement 6 11.5

I'm learning, get training 3 5.8

Keeps me out of trouble 1 1.9

Miscellaneous 7 13.5

No special feeling 1 1.9

* Multiple responses exceed 100 percent.
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Things Learned on the Job

Sixty-nine percent (55) of the 80 employed respondents said

that they had learned things on their jobs. Of these, 82 percent

(45 of the 55) mentioned specific job skills as the things they had

learned; 44 of the 55 (80 percent) said that these things were

worth learning, the reason most frequently given: they were good

experience for the future.

Table 37A

"Have you learned anything on your job?"
Total

B.2.Ponse 80=100%

Yes 68.7
No 31.2

Table 373

"What have you learned on your jOb?"
Total

Response 55=100%

Specific job skills 81.8

How to get along with
people 7.3

How to speak to people
(manners)

Sense of responsibility

Miscellaneous

1.8

3.6

7.3
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Table 37C

"Do you think the things you have learned are worth doing?"

Total
Response 55=100%

Yes 80.0
No 18.2
Don't know/no answer 1.8

Table 37D

"Why are they worth learn4ng?"

Total
Response 44=1007

Good expetience for future 30 68.2

Learn to get along with other
people 3 6.8

Learn to fix things for
personal use 1 2.3

Good money in the field 3 6.8

Good field 1 2.3

Teaches you to accept
responsibility 1 2.3

Miscellaneous 4 9.1

Don't know/no answer 2 4.5

Respondents' Views of Their Salary

The respondents do not appear to regard their jobs as rewarding

ti neither with respect to the pay Or the prospects of pay, nor with

respect to the work itself.
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Thus, respondents were asked if they thought they were being

paid too little, too much, or about right for what they did. About

half (49 percent) thought they were being paid too little, the

principal reason, being: "I do a lot of work." Fifty-one percent

thought they were being paid just about the right amount for what

they did, but when asked why, gave as principal reason, that there

was very little work to be done.

None of the respondents thought they Were being overpaid.

Table .:0'vA

"Do you think that your employer is paying you too much, too little,

or 'about right for what you do?"

Response

Toe. little
The right amount

Total.
80=100%

48.7
51.2

Table 38B

"Why is the amount too little?".
Total

Response 39=100%

Not enough to live on 17.9

.1 do a lot of work 48.7

Because of working conditions 15.4

Had previous experience 10.3.

Miscellaneous 2.6

Don't know/no answer 10.3
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Table 38C

"Why is it the right amount for what you do?"

To

Response

I am not experienced 9 22.0

The work is not that difficult 7 17.1

There is very little work to
be done 16 39.0

The pay is enough for my needs 1 2.4

Miscellaneous 5 12.2

Don't know/no answer 4 9.8

72

* Multiple responses exceed 100 percent.

Those who considered their salary too little were asked how

much would be the right amount for theork.o.they do. The median

salary mentioned was $72 per week; as noted above, the median salary

actually earned was $57 per week.

Table 38D

much per week would be right for this job?"

Response

Total
39=100%

$46-$50 1 2.6

$51-$55 1 2.6

$56-$60 4 10.3

$61-$65 8 20.5

$66-$75 9 23.1

$76-$85 10 25.6

$86-$95 2 5.1

6 or over 3 7.7

bon't know/no answer 1 2.6

Median $72
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Respondents' View of Their Jobs as Temporary or Permanent

Seventy percent (56) of the respondents regard their job as

short-term; the rest as long-term. The principal reason for re-

garding the job as long-term was that .there were good chances for

promotion; of the 24 respondents who saw their.jobs as long-term,

23 thought they had a good chance of promotion if they stayed with

their jobs. Those who considered the job as only temporary gave,

as principal reason, that the kind of work they were doing was not

what they wanted for their careers. That the pay was too low was

mentioned by about one-fifth of the respondents (18 percent).

Table 39

RESPONDENTS' VIEWS OF THEIR JOBS AS TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT

"Do you regard your job as permanent or just temporary?"

Total.
Response 80=100%

Permanent 24 30.0

Temporary 56 70.0
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Table 40

REASONS FOR REGARDING JOB AS TEMPORARY

Response

It's not the kind of work I want
for my career.

I want to get something better.

The pay is too low.

I plan to return to school.

74

56=100%

19 33.9

11 19.6

10 17.9

10 17.9

I want something in a specific field. 5 8.9

This is for training only. 3 5.4

Miscellaneous 5 8.9

* Multiple responses exceed 100 percent.

Summary of Data on the Respondents Working Full-Time

The Phase 1 respondents gave, at their first intake interview,

a picture of their employment history as consisting of a cycle of

poorly paid, dead-end jobs, when they were able to obtain jobs at

all. Those who were interviewed as part of Phase 2 indicate little

or no change in that picture. It would appear from the reports of

the 80 respondents who had found and were still holding full-time
11.

jobs without the help of the intake centers, that many of the jobs

described were part of the same cycle, and evoke similar attitudes

and patterns of performance, especially as indicated by the turn-

over rates reported.
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Many of the jobs apparently were not regarded as intrinsically

interesting or satisfying enough for the youths to stay on for any

significant lengths of time. Nor do they appear to offer satisfac-

tory salary levels. Thus, 30 percent of the respondents replied

that they disliked their jobs; 65 percent who liked their jobs gave

as the principal reasons pleasant or easy work, rather than the

salaries ($57 per week was the median).

Those who reported that they were satisfied with their salaries

apparently did so because the jobs were undemanding. Furthermore, if

the 80 jobs held at the point of the Phase 2 interviews are samples

of the other jobs held during the time between Phases 1 and 2, and

are possibly better than those left during the interim, then the

disadVantages may be even greater on those other jobs. Most of

these youths do not appear. to have .solved their career problems on

their own.

The instability of this type of job experience is highlighted

by the data of Table 29, indicating that in the 3 months between

their Phase 1 and Phase 2 interviews, 133 (66 percent) of the 201

respondents had had a full-time job (of which 80 were employed at

the time of their Phase 2 interview), and that some had had three or

more full-time jobs during that three-month period.

-Many of these respondents do not appear to have altered or

escaped from the cycle of unstable and futureless job experience in

which Negroes find themselves.
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RESPONDENTS NOT WORKING
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It was originally planned to compare the Phase 2 respondents

who were working full time with those who had returned to school,

and also with those still unemployed. However, the number of those

who had returned to school was too small for useful analysis; and

the following material is therefore a comparison of respondents

working full-time and all others on the panel, for selected items of

the questionnaire.

Level of Schooling

Respondents with lower levels of education were either less

successful in obtaining employment or less active in seeking it.

Those who completed 9th grade or less constitute 19 percent of those

working, and 31 percent of those not working at the time of the

interview. Conversely, those who completed 11th grade or higher

.constituted 53 percent of those working at the time of their Phase 2

interviews, and 41 percent of those not working fullowtime. (See

Table 41, p. 77.)

Age of Respondents

It would appear that younger respondents either have greater

difficulty in finding employment or seek it less. Sixteen- and 17-

year olds comprised 25 percent of those working, and 44 percent of

Jet.-.zirx
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thbse not working. Respondents 18 years and older accounted for 75

percent of those working, and 56 percent of those not working. Ob-

viously, these two variables, level of schooling completed and age,

are rot independent.

77

Table 41

LEVEL OF SCHOOLING BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

At time of Phase 2 interview
Total W9Alsa Not Working

Highest Grade Completed 201=100% 80 =100% 121=1007

9th grade or less 25.9 18.7 30.6

10th grade 24.9 23.8 25.6

11th grade 20.9 23.8 19.0

12th grade 22.9. 26.2 20.7

Some college or trade school 1.5 2.5 .8

No answer 3.9 5.0 3.3

Table 42

AGE OF RESPONDENTS, BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Total 1...72s1La.n Not Workinp

Ape of Respondent 201=100% 80=1007 121=100%

16 to 17 years 36.3 24.9. 43.8

18 to 21 years 63.6 74.9 56.1

WORK ATTITUDES - Individual Items

The questions designed to measure commitment to work had con-

sisted of eleven items. Analysis of the Phase 1 data had indicated
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that six appeared to be valid indicators and could be used as a

scale. These six were used in testing Phase 2 respondents and are

shown below.

Results indicate that the youths working full time at the time

of their Phase 2 interviews were only slightly more committed to work

than those who had not found work, 'or those who had returned to

school. On five of the six work-attitude questions, those not em-

ployed reported commitments to work not significantly different from

those who were employed; those employed appeared significantly more

positive in their work attitudes only on the first item.

(a) "WgELhas.nodialty,..1amy.pausience." Fourteen percent

of those working agreed with this statement, as against 30 percent of

those not working or back in ,school. (This difference is statisti-

caAy significant.) (See Table 43A, p. 80.)

This is the only item for which those not working registered a

significantly lower degree of commitment towards work than those

working.

(b) "Work is the only way to survive in this world." Seventy-

nine percent of those working agreed with this; 33 percent of those

not working agreed. (This difference is too small to be statisti-

cally significant.) See Table 4313, p. 80.)

(c) "You don't have to work at a '613 t ou don't like You can

always Rio on relief." Sixteen percent of those working agreed with
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this statement, 19 percent of those not working agreed. (This dif-

ference is too small to be statistically significant.) (See Table

430, p. 80.)

(d) "So long as I earn enou h to live decentl I don't care

too much what kind of work I do." Forty-one percent of those working

agree; 48 percent of those not working agreed. (It may be that those

working are somewhat more committed to work as a source of intrinsic

interest and satisfaction than those now working, but the difference

is not great enough to be regarded as statistically significant.)

(See Table 43D, p. 80.)

(e) "On mostoletabworking'hardou
2.1....:a12.....eadlayji......a.ti_lenowin." Forty-six percent of those

working agreed; 42 percent of those not working agreed. The dif-

ference is too small to be statistically significant. (See Table

43E, p. 81.)

(f) "Even on a job you don't like, you can learn some things

you wouldn't learn otherwise." Ninety-five percent of those

working agreed; 98 percent of those not working agreed. The dif-

ference is too small to be statistically significant. (See Table

4.F, p. 31.)



Table 43A

WORK ATTITUDES AMONG THOSE WORKING FULL-TIME

"Work has no dignity, in

132.U.211121.

"Work is

"You

go
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my experience."
Working All

_Total Full-Time Others.
201=100% 80=100% 121=1007

Agree
Disagree
Don't know/no answer

23.4 13.7

70.1 81.2
6.4 1.3

Table 43B

the only way to survive in this

onE;:z.,

Agree
Disagree

don't have to work
on relief."

Response

Agree
Disagree
Don't know/no

world."

29.7
62.8
7.4

81.6 78.7 83.4

18.4 21.2 16.5

Table 43C

at a job you don't like, you can always

17.9
81.6

answer 0.5

Table 43D

"So long as I earn enough to live decently,

what kind of work I do."

Response

Agree
Disagree
Don't know/no answer

45.3
53.7
1.0

16.2
83.7

ale Olt Mt

19.0
80.1
0.8

I don't care too much

41.2
57.5
1.2

47.9
51.2
0.8
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WORK ATTITUDES AMONG THOSE WORKING FULL TIME (Con't)

Table 43E

"On most jobs you don't get ahead by working hard, you get ahead

by knowing the right people."
Working All

Total Full Time Others

Response 201=100% 80=100%. 121=100%

Agree 43.8 46.2 42.1

Disagree 51.2 47.5 53.7

Don't know /no answer 5.0 6.3 4.1

Table 43F

"Even on a job you don't like, you can learn some things you
wouldn't learn otherwise."

Response

Agree 96.5 95.0 97.5

Disagree 83.0 3.7 2.4

Don't know/no answer 0.5 1.2

Summary

- --

Thus, on five of six items measuring attitudes toward work,

there appeared to be no great or statistically significant difference

between those employed and those not employed. Nevertheless, there

is a consistency on the positive side exhibited by those working,

which if observed among larger numbers, would be statistically

significant.
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THE WORK ATTITUDE SCALE*

As noted, items analyzed individually above were shown in the

Phase 1 report to operate as an attitude scale. That is to say,

each respondent could be scored on a scale ranging from zero to six,

to the degree that his agreement or disagreement with each of the

six items indicated a favorable or unfavorable attitude towards work.

Thus, for example, a respondent agreeing with the statement, "You

don't have to work at a job you don't like, you can always go on

relief," was scored zero for that item, or, if he disagreed, he

was scored 1. A similar procedure was followed for each of the

remaining five items. For example:
Scale Value

Agree Disagree

1. Work has no dignity, in my experience 0 1

2. Work is the only way to survive in

this world. 1 0

3. You don't have to work at a job you
don't like, you can always go on relief.. 0 1

4. So long as I earn enough to live

decently, I don't care too much what

kind of work I do. 0 1

5. On most jobs, you don't get ahead by

working hard, you get ahead by knowing

the right people. 0 1

6. Even on a job you don't like, you can

learn some things you wouldn't learn

otherwise. 1 0

*See Appendix.
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On the basis of norms established in the Phase 1 study, total scores

of zero, one, or two were classified as below aNfze; scores of

three and four were classified as average, and scores of five and

six as above average. Accordingly, the Phase 2 respondents exhibit

the following work-attitude scores:

Table 44

PHASE 2 WORK ATTITUDE SCORES BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Work Attitude Scores

Working All
Total Full -Time Others

201=100% 80=100% 121=100%

Below average 6.0 2.5 8.3

Average 45.8 51.2 42.1

Above average 48.3 46.2 49.6

The work attitude scores of those respondents who were working

do not appear to be much higher than of those not working.

Changes in Work Attitude Scores

Respondents' Phase 1 and Phase 2 work attitude. scores appear to

have been very stable in the time between the Phase 1 and 2 inter

views; there appears a slight drift in the positive direction. It

is not possible to estimate the proportion of the changes in work

attitude scores due to "practice effect," that is, to the fact that

respondents had answered these items before. The median and average

changes were zero. Nearly two percent of the respondents had

decreases of three or four points on a six-point scale; 11 percent



had increases of greater than two. In sum, 31 percent

dents had no change in scores, 21 percent had negative

percent had positive changes.

Among those wvAing, there appeared to be no

34

of the respon-

changes, 48

more positive

shifts in work attitudes than among those not working,

negative shifts (19 percent vs. 22 percent . which are

be considered meaningful).
Table 45

but fewer

too slight to

CHANGES IN WORK ATTITUDE SCORES BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Total

Chances 201=100%

Negative 42 20.9

Zero 62 30.8

Positive 97 48.3

Working
Fu11:aime
80=100%

15 18.8

26 32.5

39 48.8

Al l

gilitau=L.
121=100%

27 22.3

36 29.3

58 48.0

SELF-IMAGE AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS

The Self-Image Scale

The Rosenberg self-image scale,* using nine items, was adminis-

tered to all Phase 1 respondents, and repeated during their Phase 2

interviews. The scale used is as follows: Scale Value
Agree Disagree

1 On the whole, I am satisfied with myself 1

2. At times, I think I am no good at all. 0

0

1

* Morris Rosenberg, Societ and the Adolescent Self-Im9L2, Princeton,

1965.

-- t



3. I feel that I have a number of good

qualities.
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Scale Value
Agree Disagree

1 0

4. I am able to do things as well as most
other people. 1 0

5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 0 1

6. / certainly feel useless at times. 0 1

7. I feel that I am a perSor of worth, at
least on an equal plane with others. 1 0

8. I wish I could have more respect for

myself. 0

9. All in all, I am inclined to feel that

I am a failure.

Phase 1 Self-Image Scores

0 1

If higher self-image scores are associated with more successful

job-seeking, and lower scores with less, we would expect the distri-

bution of Phase 1 scores to reflect !this; but the differences,

though in the direction expected, were too small to be statistically

significant.
Table 46

PHASE 1 SELF-IMAGE SCORES BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Self-Image Scores

Working All

Total Full -Time Others
201=1007 80=100% 121=100%

Below average 23.4 21.3 24.8

Average 45.7 47.5 44.6

Above average 30.9 31.3 30.6
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The difference in current self-image scores between those

respondents working full time and those not employed were too slight

to be considered meaningful.

Table 47

CURRENT SELF-IMAGE BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Current Score:

Working All
Others

201 =100% 80=100% 121=108%

Below average 8.0 6.2 9.1

Average 42.3 43.7 41.3

Above average 49.8 50.0 49.6

Changes in SelfImage Scores

Each respondent was scored on the change in his self-image

score between the time of the two interviews. It appears that the

self-image scores of the respondents have shown a slight increase

dazing the three-month period. Twenty-two percent of the respondents

showed no change in self-image scores; 19 percent showed decreases;

59 percent showed increases. The median change was -1-0.6 items; the

average change was +1.2 items.

Conclusions are difficult to draw, for it is not possible to

estimate that portion of the change in self-image scores which is

due to "practice effect," i.e., to the fact that the respondents

have answered these items before. Nevertheless, the following may

be noted:

(a) Decreases inSelf-jallEREEEes: occur with the same

r1,
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frequency among both the working and non-working groups (19 percent
11;*

for each group).

(b) T .in Sel f:Iluzeaspres: are most frequent among

those not working than among those working (18 percent and 26 percent

respectively).

(c) Increases in Self-Image Scores: are greater among those

working than among those not working (63 percent and 54 percent

respectively).

Though the changes recorded were slight,
* the data nonetheless

suggest that positive shifts in self-image may be associated with

employment; but this observation, is made more as a suggestion for

future, study than as a demonstrated conclusion.

Table 48A

CHANGES IN SELF-IMAGE SCORES BETWEEN PHASES 1 AND 2

201=100%
.5 1.0

-4 1.5
1.0

-2 5.0

-1 10.4

0 22.4

41 13.9

+2 19.9
9.5

+4 7.0

+5 5.0

-Jr.6 20
+7 1.0

+3 0.5
Median change +0.6
Mean change +1.2

* It may be that the three-month interim period was too brief a

time span for significant changes to occur.



:Table 48B
CHANGES IN SELF-IMAGE SCORES BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Changes

Decreases

Zeroes

Increases

Total._
201=100%

18.9

22.4

58.7

TO=1730%

20.0

17.5

62.5

rlf.)
0 (1

Not Worlsim
121=150%

18.2

25.6

56.2

It may be that change in self-image score can by directly related to

the type of emplOyMent available to the respondent.

SUMMARY OF THE COMPARISONS BETWEEN RESPONDENTS
WORKING FULL TIME AND ALL OTHERS

Younger respondents, as well as those whose level of completed

schooling is lower, were either less active in seeking employment,

or less successful in obtaining it. With respect to work attitude

responses, those working appeared only slightly more committed to

work than those not working. Further, with respect to self-image

scores, there appeared to exist some slight shift towards higher

scores among those working than among those not working. Further

analysis would be needed to determine the characteristics of those

showing a positive shift in self-image score. It is not known, ::for

example, whether the three-month interval between interviews is the

most favorable for recordir.gg meaningful changes in self-image; a

longer interval might prove more appropriate. But the small numbers



of respondents in the Phase 2 study would render further analysis

very difficult.

It should be emphasized that while the differences noted above

are not marked, they nevertheless are fairly consistent across a

number of the questionnaire items, and this consistency makes it

.. plausible that a slight difference does in fact exist.

At the same time the above data in no way indicate that those

not working are noticeably more impaired in terms of self-image or

in tems of work attitude than those working, for as pointed out

earlier, while there is a consistent difference, this difference

appears to be minimal.

Youths Unemployed Over, the Three-Month Interim

A further analysis was made, dividing the applicants into those

who had had a full time job and those who had had no full time job

between intake (Phase 1) and the follow-up (Phase 2) interviews.

Table 49

JOB EXPERIENCE SUBSEQUENT TO INTAKE
(Three Months Later)

201=100%
Had no full-time jobs 33.8

Had full-time jobs 66.2=100%

Not working full time at Phase two
interview 26.4 39.8

Working full time at Phase two
interview 39.8 60.1
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Of the Phase 2 respondents; one-third, as noted before, had had

no full-time jobs; 26 percent had had one or more full-time jobs but

were not working at the time of their Phase 2 interviews; and 40 per-

cent were working full-time.

Of the various characteristics analyzed, only one produced a

statistically significant result, that of the respondent's age: the

younger respondents were either less active in seeking employment or

less successful in obtaining it; those 16 and 17 years old accounted

for 54 percent of those who had had no jobs, and 27 percent of those

who had. it seems likely that this reflects the preferences of

employers for applicants older than 16 and 17.

Self-image scores were not significantly different between

those who had had jobs and those who had not, but were, in fact,

slightly higher among those who had not.

Work attitude scores were slightly but not significantly better

among those who had had jobs.

One work attitude datum is worthy of note: of those who had had

no work experience, 32 percent expressed a preference for working,

and 16 percent a preference for receiving money without working; but

among those who had had jobs, 75 percent preferred working, and 23

percent preferred receiving money without working. The differences,

however, are too slight to be meaningful.

It appears, then, that the failure to have had a job is ex-

plained primarily by the preference of employers for older applicants.
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Table 50

JOB EXPERIENCE SUBSEQUENT TO INTAKE

B Work Attitude Score

Work Attitude
Scores

Below average
Average
Above average

Totals
201=100%

18.4
49.8
31.8

B. B, Self-Image Scores

Self -Imacte Score

Below average
Average
Above average

13.9
44.3
40.8

C. By,....L2RJ2L11:32°11271I.

Age

16 and 17 years
18 and 19 years
20 and 21 years

36.3
39.8
23.9
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.......athseguent Job Experience
Had Fu1i "Time Jobs

e Sub- Not Current- Now
Total 1y. Workka
133=100% 53=100% 80=100%

Had no
Full-Tim

68=100'4

22.1
50.0
27.9

14.7
41.2
44.1

J'+.

30.9
14.7

16.5
49.6
33.8

13.5
45.9
39.1

27.1
44.4
28.6

13,9
47.2
34.0

15.1
45.3
37.7

30.2
45.3
24.5

D. Willingness to Receive Monet as an Alternative to Working

Preference

Prefer to receive money20.4
Would rather be working77.6
No difference/don't

know 2.0

16.2
82.4

1.5

22.6
75.2

2.3

22.6
75.5

1.9

15.0
51.2
33.7

12.5
46.2
40.0

28.0
43.7
31.2

22.5
75.0

2.5
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The data above suggests that there is no one stratum of these

youths that is outstandingly more impaired or work-alienated than

any other, which therefore would account for their failure to seek

or find work. The Phase I study demonstrated the extent to which

the entire panel scored below the norms of both white and Negro

middle-class youths. Analysis within this extremely depressed group

has not produced signifiCant variations which can explain individual

success or failure in finding employment.
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Chapter IV

THE PHASE 1 PANEL IN RETROSPECT
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The purpose of this chapter is to determine: (1) how the job

applicants who were placed by the JOIN and HARYOU-Act centers on

jobs in private employment differ from those placed in youth-Work

programs; (2) how the applicants who were placed by the centers

differ from those not placed; (3) how those youths not placed and

whe responded to our requests for second interviews differ from

those who did not come in to be interviewed.

The material of this chapter is drawn from both the original

intake interviews and the Phase 2 iaterviews;and the applicants are

classified according to their histories subsequent to intake.

I. Types of Placement - Differences Between Applicants Placed
in Youth-Work Programs and Those Placed in Private
Employment.

Of the 169 applicants placed by the centers during the data

gathering stage of this study, information was available regarding.

the types of placement made for 146. (See Table 51, p. 94.)

Of those placed, 57 percent were placed in j-i in the private

sector; 43 percent in youth-work programs with the Job Corps taking

68 percent of those assigned to youth-work programs, JOIN Special

Training taking 16 percent of the placements, the Neighborhood Youth

Corps 11 percent, and the M.D.T.A. 5 percent).
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Table 51

TYPE OF PLACEMENT

Total Applicants Placed 169

No Record, Type of
Placement 23

146=100%

Direct Placements (private
industry) 56.8

Youth-Uork Programs 43.2 = 100%

Job Corps 29.5 66.3

JOIN Special Training 6.8 15.9
Neighborhood Youth Corps 4.8 11.1

M.D.T.A. 2.1 4.8

Thus, of the total applicants placed by the centers and for

whom records are available, the Neighborhood Youth Corps accounted

for only 5 percent of the placementp by these two centers during

the time period of this study.

TYPE OF PLACEMENT ACCORDING TO YOUTH CHARACTERISTICS

Training for a Trade

Applicants had been asked, at intake, whether they had ever

had training for a trade. Thirty-two percent of tine original 601

applicants had reported having had training. Of those placed by

the centers, 29 percent reported having had training for a trade.

There was no difference between those placed in private employment

and in youth-work programs With respect to previous training; and
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it would appear that prior training plays little or no part in

evaluating or placing job applicants.

Age of Applicant

Age appears significantly related to chances of being placed

in private employment: older applicants tended to be placed in

private employment, younger applicants in youth -work programs.

Youths under 13 accounted for 50 percent of placements in youth-work

programs, and 21 percent of direct placements; applicants 19 and

over accounted for 58 percent of direct placements and 24 percent of

youth -work program placements.

It is possible that these differences in placement are indi-

cators of a preference on the part of private employers for older

applicants.

Highest Grade of Schooling

Those with lower levels of schooling were placed to a somewhat

greater extent in youth-work programs, those with higher levels

accounted for a somewhat greater percentage of direct placements

but the differences are not statistically significant. Since age

and level of school may be considered to be related, the differences

in schooling may simply reflect the age differentials noted above.
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Self-Image Scores

Applicants with above average self-image scores were 38 percent

of the placements in youth -work programs, 29 percent of direct

placements. (The differences are not statistically significant.)

Thus, applicants who are psychologically somewhat stronger appear

more likely to be placed not in private employment but in youth-work

programs: The reasons for this are not fully clear.

Work Attitude Scores

Those assigned to youth-work programs appear slightly better in

work-attitude scores than those placed in private industry; above

average scores were 43 percent of work-program assignments, 39 per-

cent of direct placements. Below average scores were 22 percent of

direct placements, 18 percent of work-program assignments. (The

diffetencas are not statistically significant.)

Miscellaneous Attitudinal Items

Analysis of the Phase 1 data indicated significant relation-

ships between, self-image, work attitudes, and various attitude

questions. A few of those items which were known to be useful indi-

cators were also selected for analysis here.

1. Extent of Future Worries. Respondents were asked at intake

if they worried about their futures, and if so, to what extent.
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This item was shown to be positively related to better work atti-

tudes and, in general, to a more striving attitude.

Those placed in youth-work programs appeared to be slightly

more concerned about their futures than those given direct place-

ments. More of the latter (27 percent) said they worried hardly or

not at all than did the former (19 percer,t): more of those in youth

programs said they worried "a little" than did those in direct

placements (35 percent and 24 percent respectively). The proportion

of those who indicated they worried "a lot" was the same for both

groups.

2. Desire to Move to a Different Neighborhood. The proportion

of those wanting and not wanting to move to a different neighborhood

was the same both for those placed in private employment and those

placed in youth-work programs.

3. Res ondentsl Preferences for Receiving Mone, or for Working.

Applicants were asked at intake whether they would rather just be

gig, en money each week or whether they would prefer to be working.

There were no differences between those placed in private employment

and those placed in youth-work programs in this respect.

Placement Criteria

Since there would appear to be no clear-cut differences between

those youths placed in private employment and those placed in youth-

work programs, there also would appear to be no clear-cut criteria
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in effect by which the intake centers assign applicants. Any expec-

tations that youths who are better trained and more committed to

work would be more likely to be placed in regular jobs in the pri-

vate sector, while those youths having more deficiencies of training

and motivation would be assigned to work-training programs such as

M.D.T.A., Job Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, etc., are not ful-

filled, If anything, those assigned to work-training programs

appear to be slightly more committed to work and to have higher

self-image scores, than those given direct placements.

One hypothetical explanation, based on direct observation of

center procedures, is that those youths who are somewhat more per-

sistent, patient, and aggressive in waiting out the intake proce-

dures are more likely to be placed in youth-work programs. It was

not possible to determine what the procedures were by which appli,-

cants were assigned to direct placements.

Since the salary levels in the private sector are considerably

higher than those in the work-training programs and, therefore, are

more desirable for the applicants, the failure to select applicants

for private employment according to clear-cut critera is especially

puzzling. But, it is no doubt explainable by the conditions under

which the centers operate. As noted earlier, the job openings

available to the centers tend to close up rapidly,, so that placement

officers apparently send out applicants who are immediately available

and who meet the apparent minimum requirements, rather than risk
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losing the opening by spending several days trying to locate an

applicant who may no longer be available.

Table 52

TYPE OF PLACEMENT

A. By Res Reportina Training for a Trade

Have Nou had training
for a trade?

Yes
No

B. By Ap.e of Re.222n4ent

Age:of Respondent

16

17

13

19
20 and 21

Total
146=1007:

28.8
71.2

10.3
24.0
22.6
16.4
26.7

Direct
Placement
83=100%

C. By Highest Grade of School Com pleted

gchooliva

9th grade or less
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade and higher

D. By Self-Image Scores

Self-Image Scores

Below average
Average
Above average

13.5
26.7
32.9
21.9

17.1
50.0
32.9

23.9
71.1

4.3
16.9
20.5
18.1
39.8

14.4
26.5
32.5
26.5

15.7
55.4
28.9

Work-Youth

2E2Ems
63=100%

23.6
71.4

17.5
33.3
25.4
14.3
9.5

23.8
27.0
33.3
15.9

19.0
42.7
38.1
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Table 52
(Con't)

Direct Work-Youth
Total.. Placement Programs
146=100% 83=100% 63=100%

E. By Work-Attitude. Scores

Work-Attitude ScoresM=11Y /Mg wow waw

Below average
Average
Above average

F. By Extent of Future Worries

Extent of Future Worries

A lot
A little
Hardly/ not at all
DonIt know

19.9
39.7
40.4

45.2
23.8
23.2
2.7

21.7
39.8
38.6

45.8
24.1
26.5
3.6

G. By Desire to .Move to Different Neighborhood

Desire to Move

Yes
No

77.7
22.3

77.1
22.9

H. By Res ondents' Preference for Work

Preference Between WorkinF2 and ReceivinsZoney

Want to be given money
Would rather be working
No difference
Don't know

10.3
84.2
4.8
0.7

9.6
84.3
6.0

17.5
39.7
42.9

44.4
34.9
19.0
1.6

78.6
21.4

11.1
34.1
3.2
1.6
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II. Applicants Placed by the Centers; Respondents and

NonaRespondents - Differences Between Applicants
placed and Not Placed by the Centers; and between
Phase 2 Respondents and Non-Respondents

Age of Respondent

There was no appreciable difference according to age between

those placed by the intake centers and those not placed; of the

respondents and nonrespondents, 16 - and 17-year olds accounted

for 40 percent of the respondents and 32 percent of the non-

respondents; 20- and 21-year olds accounted for 19 percent and

24 percent respectively.

Table 53

PHASE 2 STATUS' AND AGE OF RESPONDENT

Not Placed by Centers
Placed Phase 2 Phase 2
by Respon- Non-Respon-

Total Center Total dents dents
Age of Respondent

100%=60l 224 377 201 176

16 11.0 11.6 10.6 13.4 7.4

17 25.3 24.6 25.7 26.4 25.0

18 23.5 24.6 22.8 20.9 25.0

19 18.5 17.0 19.4 19.9 18.7

20 13.8 14.3 13.5 10.9 16.5

21 8.0 8..o 8.0 8.5 7.4
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Reasons for Coming to Center

Respondents had been asked during theirintake interviews if

they had come to the centers primarily for a job that would pay

them money, primarily for training, or for a combination of both

work and training. The centers appear to have been more success-

ful in placing those who came primarily for training, least

successful in placing those who came primarily for jobs, assigning

28 percent of those who came for jobs, 50 percent of those who

came for training, and 38 percent of those who came for both.

There was no difference between respondents and non-respondents

with respect to their reasons for originally coming to the centers.

Table 54

PHASE 2 STATUS BY REASONS FOR COMING TO CENTER

Mostly
for

Phase 2' Status Total Money
1067=755f 1b7

Placed by centers 37.3 28.3

Not placed by centers 62.7 71.7

Phase 2 Respondents 33.4 39.0

Phase 2 Non-respond-
ents 29.3 32.6

Reason for Coming
to Center

Mostly Both for
for money & Other

Training TraininElmisc.)
131 273 10

49.6 37.7 30.0

50 4

26.7

62.3

32.6

70.0

40.0

23.7 29.7 30.0

Total Respondents Non-respondents

377=100% 201=100% 176=100%

Mostly for money 35.6 36.3

Mostly for training. 17.5 17.4

Both money and train-
ing 45.1 44.3

34.7

17.6.

46.o
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Self-image Scores*

It appears that those with low self-image scores are less

successful at getting jobs. They were. placed somewhat less fre-

quently by the centers (29 percent) than those with average or

above average scores (40 percent and 39 percent respectively).

There was no difference among respondents and non-respondents,

with respect to their self-image scores.

Table 55

PHASE 2 STATUS BY SELF-IMAGE SCORE AT INTAKE

Below Average Above
Phase 2 Total 4nmaa Average

Status 601=100 g 118 =100 0 302=100% 181=100%

Placed by
Centers 37.3% 30.5% 39.70 38.7%

Not Placed by
Centers 62.7 69.5 60.3 61.3

Phase 2
Respondents 33.4 38.1 30.5 34.3

Phase 2 Non-
Respondents 29.3 31.4 29.8 27.1

Work-attitude Scores *

Tzr,7111,

The centers appear to have placed those with below and above

average work-attitude scores more frequently than those with

average work-attitude scores, placing, of these groups, 39 percent

of the below-average respondents, 33 percent of the average group,

and 42 percent of the above average group. The differences are not

great enough to be meaningful. Youths who did not come in for

Phase 2 interviews appeared to be no different in their overall work

attitude scores from those who did.

* gee Appendix for individual items.
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Table 56

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK-ATTITUDE SCORES AT INTAKE

Phase 2 Status

Am.

Below Above
, Total Average Average Average
601=100% 122=10(5% 2-74 % 205=100%

Placed by Center 37.3 39.3 32.8 42.0

Not placed 62.7 60.7 67.2 58.0

Phase 2 Respondents 53.3 50.0 54.3 53.8

Phase 2 Non-Respondents 6.7 50.0 45.7 46.2

Work-Attitude Questions (Individual Items)

Analysis of response to the following four work-attitude items

indicate that there is a slight difference between those placed by

the centers, and those not placed:

1. You don1t have to work at a job you dont like; you can

always go on relief. (See Table 57A) The proportions agreeing among

those placed and not placed, were 34% and 39%.

2. On most jobs you don't get ahead by working hard, you get

ahead by knowing the right people (See Table 57B.) The proportions

agreeing among those placed and not placed were 45% and 49%.

3. Even on a job you dont like, you can learn some things

you wouldn't learn otherwise. (See Table 570.) The proportions

agreeing among those placed and not placed 91% and 85%.

4. Suppose you didn't have to work to get money. Suppose...

somebody just gave you the money you need.... Would you like this

better or would you rather be working? (See Table 57D.) The pro-

portions preferring work among those placed and not placed are 85%

and 80%.
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Although none of these differences in response to these four

items is great enough to be considered indicative of any striking

difference in work attitudes between those placed by JOIN and

HARYOU-Act and those not placed, the consistency of response never-

theless makes it plausible to assume hypothetically that those

youths who were less work-oriented were less willing or less able

to follow up on whatever job opportunities the centers offered them.

Table 57A

"You don't have to work at a job you don' like; you can always

go on relief.

Not Placed by Center

Placed Phase 2 Phase 2
by Respon- Non-Respon-

Total Center Total dents dents
Response 10-0057(71 224 377 201 17b

Total agreeing 36.8 33.5 38.7 36.8 40.9

Total disagreeing 60.2 62.5 58.9 60.7 56.8

Don't know 3.0 4.0 2.4 2.5 2.3

Table 57B

"On most jobs you don't get ahead. by working hard; you get

ahead by knowing the right people"

Response

Total agreeing

Total disagreeing

Don't know

Not Placed by Center
Placed Phase 2 Phase 2
by Respon- Non-respond-

Total Center Total dents ents
100%=501 224 377 201. 7b

47.4 45.1 48.8 51.7 45.5

48.4 5242 6.2 11.2.3 50.6

4.2 2.7 5.0 6.0 4.o
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Table 57C

"Even on a job you don't like, you can learn some things you

wouldn't learn otherwise."

Not Placed by Center
Placed ..,A, Phase 2 151)77ase 2

by Respon- Non-respon-
Total Center Total dents dents

Response 100F501 2214 377 201 17o

Total agreeing 87.2 90.6 85.1 86.6 83.5

Total disagreeing 9.3 6.2 11.1 10.4 11.9

Don't know 3.5 3.1 3.7 3.0 4.5

Table 57D

"suppose you didn't have to work to get money. Suppose every

week .somebody just gave you the money you need... Would you like

this better or would you rather be working?"

Not Placed by Center
Placed Phase 2 Phase 2
by Respon- Non-respon-

Total Center Total dents dents

Response 100;6=601 224 377 201 176

Would like to
receive money 11.1 8.5 12.7 13.9 11.4

Would rather be
working 82.0 85.3 80.1 78.6 81.8

No difference 4.7 4.9 4.5 5.5 3.4

Don't know 2.2 1.3 2.7 2.0 3.4

Miscellaneous Attitude Questions

In all the similarities between those placed by the centers

and those not, and between those coming in for Phase 2 interviews

and those not responding, outweigh their differences. The follow-

ing attitude questions selected from the Phase 1 questionnaire

were used to determine if the respondents' status three months later
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( placed, not placed, Phase 2 respondents, non-respondents) could

be associated with differences in attitudes:

"Is the fact that you are not working a problem to your

family?"

Nhen you are out of work, do you worry about not having a

job?t!

"Do you worry a lot, a little, or not very much?"

"Do you ever think that you would like to live in a different

neighborhood"?

"How strongly do you feel you would like to move?"

"Supposinrr that five or ten years from now you are married and

have two children and your wife is not working; how much money

per week would you need to support them?"

"Do you think that your chances of earning that kind of money

five or ten years are very good, fairly good, or not so good?"

Would you say you worry about the future a lot, a little, or

hardly at all?"

For none of these items, were any significant differences

observed in the responses of those placed by the centers and those

not placed, or between Phase 2 respondents and non - respondents.

(See Tables 58 through 72.)

Miscellaneous Background Data

There appeared to be no relation between those placed and

those not placed, and the following characteristics: age; highest

grade of school completed; respondents' having had training for a

trade; job experience prior to intake at the centers; time spent

looking for work' median earned family income (weekly); and in_

take centers.
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Other factors which seemed to have no relation with Phase 2

employment status were: Applicants coming to the centers alone or

with friends, applicants reporting that they had told their

families they were coming to the centers; applicants reporting

that the fact of their not working is a problem to their families;

applicants reporting that someone "gives them a hard time" because

they are not working. (See tables 58 through 72.)

Table 58

AGE OF RESPONDENTS BY PHASE 2 STATUS

Phase 2 Total 16 17 18 19 20 21
Job Status 100=601 -6-6- 152 141. 111 Br.

Placed by Center 37.3 39.4 36.2 39.0 34.2 38.6 37.5

Not placed 62.7 60.6 63.8 61.0 65.8 61.4 62.5

Phase 2 respond-
ents 33.4 40.9 34.9 29.8 36.0 26.5 35.4

Phase 2 non-re-
spondents 29.3 19.7 28.9 31.2 29.7 34.9 27.1

Table 59

PHASE 2 STATUS BY REASON FOR COMING TO CENTER

Mostly Mostly Money
for for and Other

Total Money Training Training(misc.)

Phase 2 Status 100%=601 187 131 273 10

Placed.by center 37.3 28.3 49.6 37.7 30.0

Not placed by center 62.7 71.7 50.4 62.3 70.0

Phase 2 respondents 33.4 39,0 26.7 32.6 40.0

Phase 2 non-respondents 29.3 32.6 23.7 29.7 30.0
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Table 60

PHASE 2 STATUS BY RESPONDENTS' VIEWS OF THEIR JOB CHANCES

A. %That are your chances of being hired?"

Phase 2 Status

epne 61 24 37

Hre 81 2. 71

Aot te sm 19 5. 31

Nt s ad 62 67 58 . .

o' nw 38 36 40 35 45

Response 601 224 377

Harder 28.1 29.9 27.1

About the same 61.9 59.8 63.1

Not so hard 6.2 6.7 5.8 7.0 4.5

Don't know 3.8 3.6 4.0 3.5 4.5

bout average 56.9 58.0 56.2 58.2 54.0

Not very good 9.5 8.o 10.3 10.0 10.8

Don't know 4.0 4.0 4.0 24.5 3.4

B. "How would you expect to get along with the boss?"

Very well 44.6 )46.4 43.5 41.8 45.5

About average 47.9 46.0 49.;q.. 51.2 46.6
.

Not very well 4.0 4.5 3.7 5.0 2.3

Don't know 3.5 3.1 3.7 2.0 5.7

PHASE 2 STATUS BY RESPONDENTS' VIEWS OF THEIR JOB CHANCES

C. "Do you think you work harder than others...?"

Phase 2 Status
Not Placed by Center

Placed Phase 2 Phase 2
by Respon- Non-respon-

Total Center Total dents dents

201 176

26.9 27.3

62.7 63.6

201 176

26.9 27.3

62.7 63.6
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Table 60 (cont'd)

PHASE 2 STATUS BY RESPONDENTS' VIEWS OF THEIR JOB CHANCES

Phase 2 Status
Not Placed by Center

Placed
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total R,spondents Non-res)ondents

D. "And about learning to do new things on a job; do you think you
can learn them faster than other persons?"

Faster 34.9 33.9 35.5 37.3 33.5

About the same 54.1 54.0 54.1 53.2 55.1

Fot so fast 6.7 7.1 6.4 6.0 6.8

Don't know 4.3 4.9 4.0 3.5 4.5

Table 61A

PHASE 2 STATUS, BY WORK ATTITUDES

"Work has no dignity in my experience."

Response 1007.= 601 224 377 201 176

Total agreeing 32.9 33.0 32.9 33.3 32.4

Strongly agree 5.0 4.5 5.3 6.0 4.5

Agree 28.0 28.6 27.6 27.4 27.9

Total dis-
agreeing 60.9 59.4 61.8 61.7 61.9

Disagree 50.6 49.1 51.5 51.2 51.7

Strongly dis-
agree 10.3 10.3 10.3. 10.4 10.2

Don't know 6.2 7.6 5.3 5.0 5.7
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Table 61B

PHASE 2 STATUS, BY WORK ATTITUDES

the only way to survive in this world."

Phase 2 Status
-'-.---..-Not Raced by Center

Phase 2 Phase 2
Respondents Non- Respondents

201

Strongly
agree

Agree

Total
disagreeing

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't know

Total
100%= 601

111

Placed
by

Center
224

Total
377

NM`

76.2 74.6 77.2 79.6

18.0 17.9 18.0 19.4

58.2 56.7 59.2 60.2

21:0 20.5 21.2 19.4

19.9 18.3 19.6 18.4

1.8 2.2 1.6 1.0

2.8 4.9 1.6 1.0

74.4

16.5

58.0

23.3

21.0

2.3

2.3
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Table 61C

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"You don't have to work at a job you don't like; you can always
go on relief."

Phase 2 Status
Raced Not Placeiljagsnter

by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center. Total Res pndents Non- Respondents
W.WgomaloNAIM.

Response l007.= 6017 224 377 201 176

Total
agreeing 36.8 33.5 38.7 36.8 40.9

Strongly
agree 8.2 7.1 8.8 8.0 9.7

Agree 28.6 26.3 30.0 28.9 31.2

Total
disagreeing 60.2 62.5 58.9 60.7 56.8

Disagree 50.9 50.9 50.9 54.7 46.6

Strongly
disagree 9.3 11.6 8.0 6.0 10.2

Don't know 3.0 4.0 2.4 2.5 2.3
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Table 61D

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"It.is better to have a rotten job than no job at all."

113

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not Placed by Center
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total Respondents Non-Respondents
224 377 201 176Response 1007.= 601

Total
agreeing

Strongly
agree

Agree

Total
disagreeing

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don' t know

77.5 750 79.0 74.6 84.1

13.6 12.9 14.1 14.9

63.9 62.1 65.0 59.7

19.1 20.5 18.3 22.4

15.8 15.6 15.9 19.9

3.3 4.9 2.4 2.5 2.3

3.3 4.5 2.7 3.0 2.3
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Table 61E

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"So long as I earn enough money to live decently, I don't care too
much what kind of work I do."

Response

Total

agreeing

Strongly
agree

Agree

Total
Disagreeing

Disagree

Strongly

disagree

Don't know

1.,

NOM
Phase 2 Status.....M.W.MMONWW/IMMAPNWO ...1. 10.......1......11MW

Placed Not PlapeLbxalt2ar
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total ResEandents Non-Respondents
100%= 601 224 377 201 176

51.9 52.2 51.7 47.3 56.8

6.7 7.6 6.1 5.5 6.8

45.3 44.6 45.6 41.8 50.0

44.6. 46.0 43.8 47.3 39.8

38.4 39.7 37.7 42.8 31.8

6.2 6.2 6.1 4.5 8.0

3.5 1.8 4.5 5.5 3.4

.44
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Table 61F

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"Work is so interesting that people do it even if they don't
need the money."

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not Placed b Center
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total msmalalss Eazalavaata.
Response 1007.= 601 224 377 201 176

Total
agreeing 65.2 68.3 63.4 64.7 61.9

Strongly
agree 8.3 7.1 9.0 9.0 9.1

Agree 56.9 61.2 54.4 55.7 52.8

Total
disagreeing 30.3 27.7 31.8 27.9 36.4

Disagree 26.3 25.4 26.8 23.9 30.1

Strongly
disagree 4.0 2.2 5.0 4.0 6.2

Don't know 4.5 4.0 4.8 7.5 1.7
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Table 61G

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"I expect that during their lives my children will...have better
jobs than I will."

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not PlvaceCELCalLer__
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total Respondents Non-Respondents
Response 10070= 601 224 377 201 176

Total
agreeing 84.4 85.7 83.6 85.6 81.2

Strongly
agree 15.8 18.7 14.1 14.4 13.6

Agree 68.6 67.0 69.5 71:1 67.6

Total

disagreeing 13.3 12.9 13.5 10.4 17.0

Disagree 10.6 11.2 10.3 8.5 1.2.5

Strongly
disagree 2.7 1.8 3.2 2.0 4.5

Don't know 2.3 1.3 2.9 4.0 1.7 .
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Table 61H

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"On most jobs you don't get ahead by working hard; you get
ahead by knowing the right people."

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not Plaqed Center
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total. Etspaldents Non - Respondents

Response 100% 601 224 377 201 176

Total
agreeing 47.4 45.1 48.8 51.7 45.5

Strongly
agree 8.8 8.5 9.0 8.5 9.7

Agree 38.6 36.6 39.8 43.3 35.8

Total
disagreeing 48.4 52.2 46.2 42.3 50.6

Disagree 42.6 47.3 39.8 38.8 40.9

Strongly
disagree 5.8 4.9 6.4 3.5 9.7

Don't know 4.2 2.7 5.0 6.0 4.0

A." f AAA A "rte., "It , , "...yr..., v 00- , 0,
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Table 61I

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

113

"Even on a job you don't like, you can learn some things youwouldn't learn otherwise."

Total
Response 100%= 601

Total
agreeing

Strongly
agree

Agree

Total
disagreeing

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't know

Phase 2 ,Status
Placed Not Placed by
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Center Total Respondents Non-Respondents
224 377 201 176

MMOVOIMMOMMIII.N.

87.2 90.6 85.1

12.5 13.4 11.9

74.7 77.2 73.2

9.3 6.2 11.1

7.5 4.5 9.3

1.8 1.8 1.9

3.5 3.1 3.7

4 ..111' tPlIA ,11-11, f+, Mal of.vr. n v.v.., , tart, r or VS RA

86.6

11.9

74.6

10.4

9.0

1.5

3.0

83.5

2.3

4.5
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Table 61J

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"I would rather have an interesting job for less money than a
dull job for more money."

Res onse 100%=

Total
agreeing

Strongly
agree

Agree

Total
disagreeing

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't know

Total
601

Phase 2 Status

Placed enter
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Center Total Re. es Non-Respondents
224 377 201 176

ftworomo

72.0 72.8 71.6 73.6 69.3

10.0 10.7 9.5 10.0

62.1 62.1 62.1 63.7

24.6 23.2 25.5 23.9

23.1 21.9 23.9 22.4

1.5 1.3 1.6 1.5

3.3 4.0 2.9 2.5

9.1

60.2

27.3

25.6

1.7

3.4
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Table 61K

PHASE 2 STATUS BY WORK ATTITUDES

"Suppose you didn't have to work to get money; suppose every week

somebody just.gave you the money you need would you like this

better?"
Phase 2 Status

Placed Not Pace by
by Phase 2

Total Center Total Bespandents

Response 100%= 601 224 3771." 201

Would like to
receive money

Would rather'
be working

No difference

Don't know

11.1 8.5 12.7

82.0 85.3 80.1

4.7. 4.9 4.5

2.2 1.3 2.7

Table 62

13.9

78.6

5.5

2.0

PHASE 2 STATUS BY RESPONDENTS
COMING TO CENTERS ALONE OR WITH FRIENDS

Center
Phase 2

Non-Respondents
176

11.4

81.8

3.4

3.4

"Did you come here alone, or with friends, or with someone else?"

Placed
by

Total Center Total

Response 100%= 601 7f4 377

Phase 2 Status
Not Placed by Center
Phase 2 Phase 2

Respondents las:as_22acitrisi,
201 176

Came alone 68.1 70.5 66.5 69.2 63.6

With friends 19.3 18.3 19.8 18.4 21.5

Brother/cousin 7.2 6.2 7.7 6.0 9.6

Mother 4.2 3.6 4.5 5.5 3.4

Other: wife 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.7

..,70:1A77.73:Rtn.
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Table 63

PHASE 2 STATUS BY RESPONDENTS
WHO TOLD FAMILIES THEY WERE COMING TO THE CENTERS

"Did you tell your family you were coming?"

&sponse

Yes

No

Placed
by

Total Center
10070= ""5T7

85.4 85.6

Phase 2 Status
Nct Placed by Center

Phan e

...
2 Phase 2

Total Respondents Non-Reondents

85.2 88.5 80.8

13.7 12.8 14.1

Table 64

11.5 17.7

PHASE 2 STATUS BY RESPONDENTS
REPORTING THEIR UNEMPLOYMENT AS A FAMILY PROBLEM

"Is the fact that you're not working a problem to your family?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not Placed b Center

by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total mapt221-.EIL Non-Respondents

Resnonse 10070= 519 195 324 183 141

Yes 53.9 50.3 56.0

No 43.9 47.2 41.9

No answer 1.0 .5 1.1

58.5

39.9

53.2

44.7

1.6 .7
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Table 65

PHASE 2 STATUS BY PREVIOUS TRAINING FOR A TRADE

"Have you ever had any training for a trade?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed

...... Not Placed by Center
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total Respondents Non......._.Res2.2ncts
Response 100% 601 224 3.77 201 176

Yes

No

31.8 30.4 32.6 32.8

68.2 69.6 67.3 67.2

32.4

67.6

Table 66A

PHASE 2 STATUS BY RESPONDENTS WORRY OVER UNEMPLOYMENT

"When you're not working do you worry about not having a job?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not Placed b Center
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total Respondents Non- Repondents
lt122LEt 100%= 7017 224 X77 201 176

lies 84.9 84.4 85.0 82.6 88.0

No 14.5 14.7 14.3 16.9 1.3

Don't know .7 .9 .5 .5 .6
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Table 66B

PHASE 2 STATUS BY INTENSITY OF WORRY

"Do you worry a lot, some, or a little?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not Placed by..galter

by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total Respondents Non-Respondents

Respoftse 100%= 510 189 321 166 155

Worry a lot

Worry some

Worry a little

50.2 48.1 51.4

37.6 40.7

12.2 11.1

35.8

12.7

Table 67A

49.4

34.9

15.7

53.5

36.7

9.6

PHASE 2 STATUS BY DESIRE TO LIVE IN A DIFFERENT NEIGHBORHOOD

"Do you think that you would like to live in a different neigh-
borhood five or, ten years; from now ?"

Placed
by

Total Center
Response 10070= 601 224

Yes

No

Don't know

Phase 2 Status
Not Placed b Center
Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Respondents liaa:licasmaa52
377 201 176

72.5 71.4 .73.2

20.6 19.2

6.8 . 9.4

21.4

5.3

76.6

20.9

2.5

69.3

22.1

8.5
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Table 6733

PHASE 2 STATUS BY INTENSITY OF DESIRE TO MORE

strongly do you feel you would like to move?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed
by

Total Center
Response 100%= 436 160

54.1 55.0

43.1 41.9

Very much

Not so much

Don't know
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Not Placed_
Phase 2 Phase 2

Total geuondents Non-Resvondents
276 154 122

53.6 53.9 53.2

43.8 42.9 45.0

2.3 3.1 2.5

Table 68A

3.2 1.6

PHASE 2 STATUS BY SALARY NEEDED TO SUPPORT A FAMILY

"Supposing that 5-10 years from now you are married and have 2 child
ren and your wife is not working, how much money per week would you
need to support them?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed .........2_qplaceccenter
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total Respondents Non-Respondents
Response 100%= 601 224 377 201 176

$85 or less
$86-$95
$96-$105
$106-$125
$126-$145
$146-$165
$166-$185
$186-$205

11
$246-$265
$266-$285
$286-$305
$306 and over
Don't know/

no answer

Median

6.3
7.2

15.6
13.6
1.3

20.1
8.8

17.6

5.4 6.8
5.8 7.9

17.4 14.5
16.1 12.2
1.3 1.3

21.4 19.3
7.6 9.5

16.5 18.3

3.5 4.5

1.8 1.3
.8 .4

3.1 2.2

$152 $150

2.9

2.1
1.0

3.7

$154

8.0
9.0

11.4
11.9
1.0

17.4
10.0*

20.9

3.5

2.5
1.5

2.9

$156

5.6
6.8

18.1
12.4
1.7

21.5
9.0

15.3

2.2

1.7
.6

4.5

$151
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Table 68B

PHASE 2 STATUS BY CHANCES OF EARNING SALARY

"Do you think your chances of earning that kind of money five or
ten years from now are very good, fairly good, or not so good?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed Not Placed by Center

...OK I WOO amfterNmem mda. monads

by
Total Center

Response 10070= 6-6617

Very good 32.4 36.6

Fairly good 51.7 50.9

Not so good 9.7 7.1

Don't know/
no answer 5.7 4.9

Total
Phase 2
Respondents

29.9 30.3

52.2 53.7

11.1 10.9

6.1 5.0

Phase 2
Non-Respondents

29.5

50.5

11.3

7.3

Table 69

PHASE 2 STATUS BY INTENSITY OF FUTURE WORRY

"Would you say you worry about the future a lot, a little, or
hardly at all?"

Phase 2 Status
Placed NotPlac2112xaalter
by Phase 2 Phase 2

Total Center Total fiessandents Non-Respondents

Response 100%= 601 224 377 201 176

Worry a lot 42.9 46.9 40.5 40.8 40.3

Worry a little 32.8 28.6 35.2 34.3 36.3

Hardly at all 11.1 12.1 10.6 10.4 10.7

Not at all 10.3 8.5 11.4 13.4 9.0

Don't know 2.8 4.0 2.1 1.0 3.4
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Table 70

PHASE 2 STATUS BY TOTAL EARNED WEEKLY FAMILY INCOME

Total
Response 100% 519

$45 or less 23.7
$46-$65 10.0
$66-$85 7.3
$86-$105 6.2
$106-$145 8.5
$146-$185 5.0
$186 and over 6.9
Don't know/

no answer 32.4

Placed
by

Center
195

21.5
10.2
7.2
7.6

10.2
6.7
9.2

27.2

Phase 2 Status
Center

Phase 2

E=B22221142151
141

NotElaced b
Phase 2

Be.spondents,

183
Total
324

25.0
9.8
7.4
5.2
7.4
4.0
5.6

35.4

Table 71

24.6
10.9
8.2
3.3
9.8
2.2
4.9

36.0

PHASE 2 STATUS BY FAMILY STRUCTURE

Famayaractast
Living alone or with

friend only

No real or foster parents

With one or more parent

All others

25.5
8.5
6.3
7.8
4.2
6.3
6.3

34.7

Youths Not Pladajaater....
Total Respondents Non- Respondents
77 =1300% 201=100% 176=100%

9.8

25.5

59.7

5.0

5.0

19.4

70.6

5.0

15.3

32.4

47.2

5.1
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Respondents Asked and Not Asked to Return by the Centers

Sixty-three percent of the 201 Phase 2 respondents reported

that they had not heard from the centers after their first intake

interview; 37 percent reported that they had heard, and had been

asked to return. These groups were compared according to the data

obtained at their Phase 1 interviews.

It does not appear that a request to return to the centers is

based on any defined policy or procedure with respect to these

applicants.

1. Work-Attitude Scores. There was a slight and not statis-

tically significant difference between the scores for those asked

and those.not asked to return: 38 percent of those asked to return,

and 28 percent of those not asked to return had above average

work-attitude scores.

2. Selnaselsore.s. Those not asked to return appear on

the. whole to be no lower with respect to self-image scores. Below

average self-image scores were slightly more in evidence among those

fi not asked to return (25 percent to 20 percent), but so were above

4 average scores (35 percent to 24 percent).

3. Ase. There were no meaningful differences in age between

thoseasked and those not asked to return to the centers.

4. Subset._..11el1tdIA__,LrU)_L_.,...rience. Those asked to return by the

centers were more apt to have held full-time jobs since intake than

o

in.N11,0

,,, .1. .1,
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were those not asked to return. Of the former, 70 percent had had

jobs during the three months after intake as against 64 percent of

those not asked to return; 69 percent of those asked to return were

working at the time of their Phase 2 interviews compared with 54

percent of those not asked to return. (None of these differences

are statistically significant.) It would seem that the operative

factor here is simply a certain amount of passivity on the part of

some of these youths, both with respect to the centers and to out-

side job opportunities.

Table 72

RESPONDENTS ASKED AND NOT ASKED TO RETURN BY THE CENFERS

A. By Work-Attitude Scores at Intake

Work Attitude Scores

Below average
Average
Above average

B. Self-Image Scores at Intake

Self -Image Scores

Below average
Average
Above average

C. By Age

Age

16 and 17 years old
18 and 19 years old
20 and 21 years old

Total.
Z01=100%

18.4
49.8
31.8

23.4
45.7
30.9

36.3
39.8
23.9

Asked to
Atturn
74=100%

11.6
44.6
37.8

20.3
55.4
24.3

Not Asked
to Return
127=100%

36.5
41.9
21.6 .

18.9
52.8
28.3

25.2
40.2
34.6

36.2
38.6
25.2
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Table 72
(con'd.)

Asked to Not Asked
Total Return to Return

D. By Subsciquent WatEmEience 201=100% 74=100% 127=100%

Su ubseguent :Mork Experience
% % %

Had no full-time jobs 33.8 29.7 36.2

Had held full-time jobs 66.2=100% 70.3=100% 63.8=100%

Not Working at Phase 2 Interview 26.4 39.8 21.6 30.8 29.1 45.7

Working at Phase 2 Interview 39.8 60.1 48.6 69.2 34.6 54.3

Respondents and Non-Respondents

Of the 377 applicants not placed on jobs or in work programs

by the centers during the period of this study, 201 responded to our

requests for an interview, 176 did not. This, of course, raises

the question of response bias, and the two groups were compared with

respect to data gathered during their Phase 1 interviews.

There is no evidence in the data that those not responding

were significantly different from those who did come in for

interviews. There were no significant or consistent differences

between these two groups with respect to attitudinal questions,

background data, or self-image and work-attitude scores, except for

the following:

1. Age. More younger respondents tended to come in for Phase

2 interviewing slightly than did older ones. Sixteen and seventeen
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year olds accounted for 40 percent of the respondents and 32 percent

of the non-respondents; twenty and twenty-one year olds accounted

for 19 percent of respondents and 24 percent of non-respondents.

These differences are not large.

2. Earii.zsia.. Family situation appears to play some

role in response and non-response. Youths living alone or with

friends accounted for only 5 percent of the respondents, but 15

percent of the non-respondents; those living in ml,scellaneaus family

situations without real or foster parents accounted for 19 percent

of the respondents but 32 percent of the non-respondents. Those

living with one or more real or foster parent had a greater tendency

to come in, accounting for 71 percent of the respondents and 47

percent of the ,non-respondents.

These differences in age and family situation appear to be the

only noticeable differences between respondents and non-respondents.

And since the data of the Phase 1 study indicated that these are

both relatively unimportant variables with respect to their influence

on attitudes and behaviour, it does not appear that response bias has

played any major part in the data of the Phase 2 report.

SUMMARY OF THE PHASE 1 PANEL

The centers appear to exert little discriminatory judgment of

applicants at any level of activity. In every respect in which they

were analyzed, applicant resemblances far outweigh their differences;
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differences between those assigned by the centers to direct place-

ments and those assigned to youth-work programs were minimal;

differences between those placed and those not placed by the centers

were minimal; differences between those asked to return to the

centers after initial intake and those not asked to return were

minimal.

Especially puzzling was the fact that those assigned to youth

work programs had, if anything, slightly higher work-attitude scores

than those assigned to jobs in private industry. But one would

expect results to be the other way around, and to see sharper dif-

ferences between youth-work assignees and direct placements.

The conclusion is suggested that the centers might do well to

develop - and apply - clearcut guidelines and procedures for the

placement of applicants. What seems to occur in practice is that

those applicants slightly more aggressive, personable, and patient

with respect to center intake procedures have a slight chance of

making an impression on counselors, and therefore have slightly

better chances of being placed in youth-work programs. Aside from

this, however, the only recognizable factor affecting placement

appears to be the reluctance of employers in private industry to hire

16 and 17 year olds.

The reasons for this, however, are clear. The centers do not

use their files, and the background information contained therein,
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in order to place "the right person in the right job." Rather, they

attempt to fill the job immediately in terms of any candidate

immediately available who possesses the apparent minimum qualifi-'

cations for the job. First of all, the experience of the centers

and of our own interviewing staff reveals that it is often extremely

difficult to reach applicants whose records are on file, but who may

no longer be living at those addresses. Secondly, the center

personnel know that if they do not fill a vacancy quickly, that

vacancy will disappear. Thirdly, the,centers such as JOIN and

HARYOU-Act, though they are official agencies'for such programs as

the Job Corps and the Neighborhood Youth Corps, are only one and a

minor source of jobs for private employers. Thus, the centers do

not have a wide range of non-governmental jobs available for

placement.

Thus, inspite of their best intentions, the centers are not

able to operate in a consistent or rational manner with respect to

Job placements.

The centers, in order to function at a greater level of effi-

ciency, will have to be able to develop a wider range and greater

number of jobs and training assignments which will be held open

long enough for center personnel to be able to match the right

person with the right job.
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APPENDIX
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SELF-IMAGE AND WORK-ATTITUDE QUESTIONS

I. Self-Image Questions

A. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

B. At times I think I am no good at all.

C. I feel that I have a number of good qualities.

D. T am able to do things as well as most other people.

E. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.

F. I certainly feel useless at times.

G. I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an
equal plane with others.

H. I wish I could have more respect for myself.

I. All in all, I as inclined to feel that I am a failure.

II. Job Chances

A. Suppose a jab opening occurred for which five men would be
hired. It's a job in which you are interested and qualified.
Suppose that 25 men from around New York were called in to be
interviewed, and suppose that you were one of these 25 pros-
pects. What would you think of your chance of being hired;
would you say it would be very good, about average,or not
very good?

B. Now, suppose you were one of the five who were hired for
the job. Compared to the other four men who were hired, how
would you expect to get along with the boss; would you say
very well, about average, or not very well?

C. Do you think you work harder than others, about the same, or
not so hard?

D. And about learning to do new things.on ,a job; do you think
you can learn them faster than other persons, about the same,
or not so fast?
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III. Work Attitudes

A. Work has no dignity, in my experience.

B. Work is the only way to sirvive in this world.

C. You don't have to work ona job you don't like; you can

always go on relief.

D. It is better to have a rotten job than to have no job at all.

E. So long as I earn enough to live decently, I don't care

too much what kind of work I do.

F. Work is so interesting that people do it even if they don't

need the money.

I expect that during their lives my children will be able

to have better jobs than I will.

On most jobs, you don't get ahead by working hard; you get

ahead by knowing the right people.

I. Even on a job you don't like, you can learn some things

you wouldn't learn otherwise.

J. I would rather have an interesting job for less money than

a dull job for more money.

K. Suppose that you didn't have to work to get money. Suppose

that every week somebody just gave you the money you need.

Would you like this better than working for your money or

would you rather be working?

L. From what source would you accept money?


